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Abstract
In the first part, we study the problem of minimizing a separable concave function over a
polyhedron. We assume the concave functions are nonnegative nondecreasing on R+, and
the polyhedron is in RI' (these assumptions can be relaxed further under suitable technical
conditions). We show how to approximate this problem to 1 + precision in optimal value by
a piecewise linear minimization problem so that the number of resulting pieces is polynomial
in the input size of the original problem and linear in 1/c. For several concave cost problems,
the resulting piecewise linear problem can be reformulated as a classical combinatorial
optimization problem. As a result of our bound, a variety of polynomial-time heuristics,
approximation algorithms, and exact algorithms for classical combinatorial optimization
problems immediately yield polynomial-time heuristics, approximation algorithms, and fully
polynomial-time approximation schemes for the corresponding concave cost problems. For
example, we obtain a new approximation algorithm for concave cost facility location, and
a new heuristic for concave cost multicommodity flow.
In the second part, we study several concave cost problems and the corresponding com-
binatorial optimization problems. We develop an algorithm design technique that yields a
strongly polynomial primal-dual algorithm for a concave cost problem whenever such an
algorithm exists for the corresponding combinatorial optimization problem. Our technique
preserves constant-factor approximation ratios as well as ratios that depend only on cer-
tain problem parameters, and exact algorithms yield exact algorithms. For example, we
obtain new approximation algorithms for concave cost facility location and concave cost
joint replenishment, and a new exact algorithm for concave cost lot-sizing.
In the third part, we study a real-time optimization problem arising in the operations of
a leading internet retailer. The problem involves the assignment of orders that arrive via the
retailer's website to the retailer's warehouses. We model it as a concave cost facility location
problem, and employ existing primal-dual algorithms and approximations of concave cost
functions to solve it. On past data, we obtain solutions on average within 1.5% of optimality,
with running times of less than 100ms per problem.
Thesis Supervisor: Thomas L. Magnanti
Title: Institute Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we study problems that can be written as the minimization of a concave cost
function over a polyhedron. Such problems arise frequently in fields such as transportation,
logistics, telecommunications, and supply chain management. In a typical application,
the polyhedral ground set is due to network structure, capacity requirements, and other
constraints, while the concave costs are due to economies of scale, volume discounts, and
other practical factors [see e.g. GP90]. In particular, we obtain new results for concave cost
facility location, concave cost multicommodity flow, concave cost lot-sizing, and concave
cost joint replenishment.
We are interested in two types of solution methods. First, we seek algorithms with prov-
able theoretical properties-for example, exact polynomial-time algorithms, polynomial-
time approximation schemes, and approximaiton algorithms. Second, we are interested in
algorithms that do not have theoretical properties or have properties that are unattractive in
practice, but that nonetheless can be shown to perform well in computational experiments
to an extent that makes them promising candidates for practical implementation.
The methods for solving separable concave cost minimization problems with polyhedral
feasible sets can be classified into two broad categories. The methods in the first category
rely on piecewise-linear approximations. After one approximates the concave cost functions
by piecewise-linear functions, the resulting problem can be written as a mixed-integer pro-
gram, and often this mixed-integer program represents a classical combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem. Therefore, a variety of methods from integer programming and combinatorial
optimization become immediately available for solving the concave cost problem.
In order for this approach to be successful, we must be able to approximate the concave
cost problem by a single piecewise-linear problem that has few pieces and at the same time
provides a good approximation to the original problem in terms of optimal cost. Chapter
2 focuses on devising methods for approximating concave functions and on bounding the
resulting number of pieces.
The second broad category for solving concave cost problems consists of algorithms de-
signed to operate directly on concave cost problems. In this category we include algorithms
that perform piecewise-linear approximations iteratively as part of their computations. Di-
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rect algorithms can avoid the quality of approximation/number of pieces tradeoff inherent in
any piecewise-linear approach, and can overcome several other limitations of the piecewise-
linear approach as well.
However, direct algorithms must be designed with concave cost problems in mind, often
on an individual problem basis. For this reason, there are significantly fewer algorithms for
concave cost problems than for the corresponding (or comparable) classical combinatorial
optimization problems. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we develop a technique for obtaining
primal-dual algorithms for concave cost problems based on such algorithms for combinatorial
optimization problems. First we develop several general insights, and then apply them to
three specific problems.
In the remainder of this chapter, we introduce the specific problems studied in this thesis,
describe their basic properties, and review the literature on them. Section 1.1 describes the
concave cost facility location problem, and Section 1.2 the concave cost multicommodity
flow problem. Then we introduce two inventory problems-concave cost lot-sizing in Section
1.3 and concave cost joint replenishment in Section 1.4.
In Chapter 2 we develop new methods and bounds for piecewise-linear approximations
of concave functions. In Section 2.1 we conduct a literature reivew, and in Sections 2.2 and
2.3 we develop a general technique for concave cost problems. In Sections 2.4 and 2.5 we
apply the technique to concave cost multicommodity flow and concave cost facility location.
In Chapter 3 we develop a technique for obtaining primal-dual algorithms for concave
cost problems. Section 3.1 contains a literature review, Section 3.2 introduces some pre-
liminary notions, Section 3.3 develops our technique on the basis of facility location, and
Sections 3.4 and 3.5 apply it to lot-sizing and joint replenishment.
In Chapter 4 we develop a computational solution method for an order assignment
problem encountered at a large internet retailer. We describe the problem in Section 4.1,
model it as a concave cost facility location problem in Section 4.2, and present computational
results in Section 4.3.
1.1 Concave Cost Facility Location
Let [n] = {1,..., n}. In the concave cost facility location problem, there are m customers
and n facilities. Each customer i has a demand di > 0, and needs to be connected to a
facility to satisfy this demand. Connecting a customer i to a facility j incurs a connection
cost cijdi; we assume the connection costs are nonnegative and satisfy the metric inequality.
Let xij = 1 if customer i is connected to facility j, and xij = 0 otherwise. Then the total
demand satisfied by facility j is E , 1 dsxi1 . Each facility j has an associated concave cost
function Oj : R+ -* R+, and we assume the functions qj are nondecreasing. We also assume
without loss of generality that Oj(0) = 0 for j c [n]. At each facility j we incur a facility
cost of Oj (1' dicij). The goal of the problem is to assign each customer to a facility,
while minimizing the total connection and facility cost.
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The concave cost facility location problem can be formulated as a mathematical program:
n m n
Z. 1 = min > j ( dixij + cijdixzj, (1.1a)
j=1 z=1 i=1 j=1
s.t. E x 3 = 1, i [], (1.1b)
3=1
xij > O, i E [m],j j [n]. (1.1c)
Given a solution x to this problem, we will refer to its cost as Zi.i(x). (Sometimes the
problem is formulated to include the constraints xij E {0, 1}. Since we are minimizing a
concave function over a polyhedron, there is always an optimal solution at an extreme point
of the polyhedron [e.g. Bau58], and an extreme point solution automatically satisfies these
constraints.)
The classical facility location problem is the special case when the cost Oj at each facility
has the form
fj, (j> 0, (1.2)
J(6)= (0, j = 0.
Such a cost function is also known in the literature as a fixed charge. We will sometimes
refer to the classical facility location problem as the fixed-charge facility location problem.
The classical facility location can be formulated as a mixed-integer program. To do so,
introduce a binary variable yj for each facility j, with the interpretation that y, = 1 if j is
open, and yj = 0 otherwise:
n m n
min E fjyj + > E c, 3dixij, (1.3a)
j=1 i=1 j=1
n
s.t. xij = 1, i E [m], (1.3b)
j=1
0 < X2z < yj, i E [m],j E [n], (1.3c)
yj E {0, 1}, i E [m],j E [n]. (1.3d)
Next, we describe two basic properties of the concave facility location problem. A
concave function defined on [0, +oo) is continuous everywhere except at 0. Next, we consider
concave functions that, in addition, are piecewise-linear everywhere except at 0.
Lemma 1. Consider the concave cost facility location problem. Let the cost functions Oj
be piecewise-linear everywhere except at 0, and consist of P pieces each. Then the problem
can be reduced to the classical facility location problem with P times as many facilities.
Proof. We start with the concave cost problem. Since a piecewise-linear concave function
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consisting of P pieces can be expressed as the minimum of P affine functions, we can write
rmin{fjp + sjpj : p E [P]}, j > 0,
0.() = 0(1.4
0, 3 = 0.
Substituting this equation into problem (1.1) and reformulating, we obtain:
n P m n P
min E E fjpyjp + S E(cij + s3p)dzxijp, (1.5a)
j=1 p=1 i=1 j=1 p=l
n P
s.t. E ijp = 1, i E [m], (1.5b)
j=1 p=l
0 Xijp < yjp, i E [m],j E [n],p E [P], (1.5c)
yjp E {0, 1}, i [m], j E [n],p E [P]. (1.5d)
This mixed-integer program has the structure of a classical facility location problem with
Pn facilities and m customers. Every piece p in the cost function Cj of every facility j in
the original concave cost problem corresponds to a facility {j, p} in the new problem. The
new facility has opening cost fjp. The customer set is the same, and the connection cost
from facility {j, p} to customer i is cij + sjp.
The new facility costs fjp and the new connection costs cij + sjp are nonnegative. Since
the original connection costs c,, satisfy the metric inequality, so do the new connection costs
cij + sjp. Therefore, formulation (1.5) is a classical facility location problem. 1O
This reduction is well known in the literature, and dates back to the 1960-s [e.g. FLR66].
More recently this reduction has been employed for example by Hajiaghayi et al. [HMM03]
and Mahdian et al. [MYZO6].
When the concave functions are piecewise-linear and the pieces are given explicitly in
the input, the size of the resulting classical facility location problem is polynomial in the
size of the original concave cost problem. Therefore, a polynomial-time approximation
algorithm for the classical facility location problem immediately yields a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm for the concave cost facility location problem. The same is true
for polynomial-time heuristics.
However, this reduction does not result in a polynomially sized instance when the func-
tions are given by an oracle, or are nonlinear and given algebraically. And computationally,
when each function consists of a large number of pieces, the resulting algorithms can be
very inefficient.
Next, we show how to use the demand structure to perform this reduction for general
concave functions. Let X = { E is di : S C [m], S # 0 }. Since we are minimizing a concave
function over a polyhedron, the concave cost problem always has an optimal solution x*
such that for every facility j, the total demand of all customers assigned to j is in X, i.e.
= dix E X.
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Lemma 2. The concave cost facility location problem can be reduced to the classical facility
location problem with IX I times as many facilities.
Proof. Take concave cost problem (1.1). We approximate each concave function Oj by a
concave function 4j that is piecewise-linear everywhere except at 0, consists of IXI pieces,
and is such that 0j( j) = 4j(j) for (3 E X, and C j(j) > Oj((j) for (j > 0. This can be
done, for example, by taking a supergradient fjp + sjpj to Oj at each point p c X, and
then letting bj( j) = min{fjp + sjpj : p E X} for (j > 0, and j(O) = 0.
Now consider the concave cost problem obtained from problem (1.1) by replacing the
functions ¢. with 4j:
n m n
Z1. 6 = min 1 dixij + E cijdixij, (1.6a)
j=1 i=1 i=1 j=1
n
s.t. Ex i = 1, i E [m], (1.6b)
j=1
x 3 2 0, i [m],j c [n]. (1.6c)
Let x* be an optimal solution to problem (1.1) with Em, dix* X for j [n]. Since
j( 3) = OJ(Qj) for j E X, we have Zl*.6 < Zi.6(x*) = Zi.i(X*) = Z".1 . Conversely, let
y* be an optimal solution to problem (1.6). Since Oj( ) > Oj( j) for j > 0, we have
Z. 6 = Zi.6(y*) > Zi.i(y*) 2 Z.1. Therefore, Z1*6 = Z1.1.
By Lemma 1, problem (1.6) can be reduced to the classical facility location problem
with IXI times as many facilities. O
When the concave cost facility location has uniform demands, i.e. dl = d2 = din,
we have IX I = m, and this reduction yields a classical facility location problem with m times
as many facilities. Therefore, in this case too, a polynomial-time approximation algorithm
or heuristic for the classical facility location problem immediately yields a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm or heuristic for the concave cost facility location problem.
In general, IXI is exponentially sized, and this approach does not lead to polynomial-
time algorithms for the concave cost problem.
1.1.1 Literature Review
The classical facility location problem is one of the fundamental problems in operations
research, and has been studied since at least the 1960's [e.g. KH63, Sto63, Ba166]. The
reference book edited by Mirchandani and Francis [MF90] introduces and reviews the liter-
ature for many problems, including the uncapacitated facility location problem [CNW90].
Since in this thesis, our main contributions to facility location problems are in the area of
approximation algorithms, we next provide a survey of previous approximation algorithms
for classical facility location.
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The first approximation algorithm for this problem was proposed by Hochbaum [Hoc82]
and applied to the case when the connection costs cij did not necessarily satisfy the metric
inequality. This algorithm achieved an approximation ratio of O(log n). Shmoys et al.
[SETA97] gave the first constant-factor approximation algorithm for this problem.
More recently, Jain et al. introduced 1.861 and 1.61 primal-dual approximation algo-
rithms [JMM+03]. Sviridenko [Svi02] obtained a 1.582 approximation algorithm based on
LP rounding. Mahdian et al [MYZO6] developed a 1.52 approximation algorithm that com-
bines a primal-dual stage with a scaling stage. Currently, the best known ratio is 1.4991,
achieved by an algorithm that employs a combination of LP rounding and primal-dual
techniques, due to Byrka [Byr07].
Concerning the complexity of approximation, the problem where the connection costs
do not necessarily obey the metric inequality has the set cover problem as a special case,
and therefore is not approximable to within a constant factor unless P=NP [e.g. RS97].
The problem with metric costs is not approximable to within a factor of 1.46 unless NP C
DTIME (n o (loglogn)) [GK99].
A central feature of location models is the economies of scale that can be achieved by
connecting multiple customers to the same facility. The classical facility location problem
models this effect by assigning to each facility a fixed-charge cost, as defined in equation
(1.2). As one of the simplest forms of concave functions, fixed-charge costs enable the
model to capture the essential tradeoff between opening many facilities in order to decrease
the connection costs and opening few facilities to decrease the facility costs. The concave
cost facility location problem generalizes this model by assigning to each facility a general
concave cost function, and as such captures a much wider variety of phenomena than is
possible with fixed costs alone.
The concave cost facility location problem has also been studied since at least the 1960's
[e.g. KH63, FLR66]. Since it contains classical facility location as a special case, the pre-
viously mentioned lower bounds on approximability hold for this problem-the nonmetric
version cannot be approximated within a constant factor unless P=NP, and the metric prob-
lem cannot be approximated to within a factor of 1.46 unless NP C DTIME (no(log log n)).
However, the results in the area of approximation algorithms are significantly more
limited than for the classical problem. To the best of our knowledge, previously the only
constant factor approximation algorithm was obtained by Mahdian and Pal [MP03]. They
developed a 3 + c approximation algorithm based on local search. Their analysis is based
in part on the analysis of the local search algorithm by Charikar and Guha [CG99, CG05].
When the concave cost facility location problem has uniform demands, a wider variety
of results become available. Hajiaghayi et al. [HMM03] obtained a 1.861 approximation
algorithm. A number of results become available due to the fact that, as described in Lemma
2, concave cost facility location with uniform demands can be reduced in polynomial size
to classical facility location. For example, Hajiaghayi et al. [HMM03] and Mahdian et al.
[MYZO6] described a 1.52 approximation algorithm.
After completion of this research, we learned of the independent research of Romeijn
et al. [RSSZ07]. They develop 1.61 and 1.52 approximation algorithms for concave cost
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facility location, by considering the corresponding algorithms for classical facility location
[JMM+03, MYZO6] through a greedy perspective. Since our analysis in Chapter 3 uses a
primal-dual perspective, establishing a connection between the research of Romeijn et al.
and ours is an interesting question.
1.2 Concave Cost Multicommodity Flow
The concave cost multicommodity flow problem is defined on an undirected network (V, E)
with node set V and edge set E; we let n = IVI and m = IEl. On this network, there
flow K commodities, and each commodity k has sources and sinks, which are given via a
demand and supply vector b , i e V. A coefficient bk > 0 indicates that node i is a source of
commodity k, and the supply is bk; b < 0 indicates that i is a sink of commodity k and the
demand is -b k. We assume that the supply and demand are balanced, that is E2 v bt = 0
for k e [K], and that the network is connected, i.e. it contains a path between any two
nodes.
Each edge {i, j} E has an associated concave cost function Oi3 : R+ -- + R , and
we assume that Oij are nondecreasing. Without loss of generality, we let Oij(0) = 0 for
{i,j} E E. For an edge {i,j} E E, let xk indicate the flow of commodity k from i to j, and
xji the flow in the opposite direction. Then the total cost of routing flow on edge {i,j} is
EK I(=1i j + Xk )). The goal is to route the flow of each commodity so as to satisfy the
demand at all sinks, while minimizing total routing cost.
A mathematical programming formulation for this problem is given by:
(K
min E ij ( + xji) , (1.7a)
{t'j}GE (k=1
s.t. b- k =  , i V, k e[K], (1.7b)
{i,j}EE {j,i}EE
S Ix > , {i,j} E E, kEG [K]. (1.7c)
Let ij = xK (2X + xk) be the total flow on an edge {i,j} E E. The fixed-charge
multicommodity flow problem is the special case when the edge cost functions have the
form:
= fij + sjij, 3 
> O, 
(1.8)
S = o(1.8)
Similarly to the functions (1.2), these functions are often referred to as fixed-charge functions
in the literature. Let Bk = Zi:b>0 bk be the total supply of commodity k, and B =
~E 1 Bk be the total supply of all commodities.
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The fixed-charge multicommodity flow problem can be formulated as a mixed integer
program:
min E fijyij
{i,j}EE
s.t. 5 A -
{2,31}E
K
E E
{i,j}EE k=1
{j,i}EE
0< za,xi < BkYij ,
Yi E {0, 1},
iE V,k E [K],
{i,j} E E,k E [K],
{i,j} C E.
(1.9a)
(1.9b)
(1.9c)
(1.9d)
In this setting, for each edge {i, j}, the coefficient fij can be interpreted as its installation
cost, and cij as the per-unit cost of routing flow on the edge once installed.
The fixed-charge multicommodity flow problem when each commodity has only one
source or one sink can be reduced to the case when each commodity has one source and
one sink, by creating a new commodity for each source-sink pair. The latter problem is also
called uncapacitated network design in the literature [e.g. BMW89]. Our theoretical results
in Chapter 2 will apply to concave cost multicommodity flows with any demand pattern,
while our computational results in Section 2.4 will focus on concave cost multicommodity
flow where each commodity has one source and one sink.
As in the case of facility location, when the concave cost functions are piecewise linear
everywhere except at 0 and consist of P pieces each, the concave cost multicommodity flow
problem reduces to a fixed-charge multicommodity flow problem with P times as many
edges. Let the concave functions be:
) min{fijp + sjjpij : p E [P]}, ij > 0,
0, ~iJ = 0.
(1.10)
Substituting these expressions into problem (1.1) and reformulating, we obtain:
K
min fipyijp + Stp(kP +
{i,j,p}EE {i,j,p}EE k=1
s.t. A A = b kE 2 -- E zjp i
{i,j,p}EE {j,z,p}EE
0 < xk, xk < Bkyijp,y-Jp E { j1 z
Yijp E {0, I},
i E V,k c [K],
{i,j,p} E E,k c [K],
{i, j,p} E.
This formulation is a fixed-charge multicommodity flow problem with Pm edges. For each
edge {i, j} in the original problem, the new problem has P parallel edges between nodes
i and j, and {i, j, p} refers to an edge between nodes i and j, with p being an index that
distinguishes parallel edges.
(1.11a)
(1.11b)
(1.11c)
(1.11d)
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Lemma 3. Consider the concave cost multicommodity flow problem with cost functions that
are piecewise-linear everywhere except at 0, and consist of P pieces each. This problem can
be reduced to a fixed-charge multicommodity flow problem with P times as many edges.
This reduction has the same theoretical and computational limitations as those described
for concave cost facility location.
We can also use the demand structure to reduce a problem with concave functions to
a piecewise-linear problem, and then reduce further to a fixed-charge multicommodity flow
problem. However, the set X has to be defined differently than in Section 1.1. A simple
way to do so is to take the greatest common divisor. Let bmin - GCD{b : b = 0,k E
[K], i E V}, and then let X = {bmin, 2bmin, ... , [B/bmin] }.
Lemma 4. The concave cost multicommodity flow problem can be reduced to the fixed-charge
multicommodity flow problem with |X| times as many edges.
As with facility location, this reduction yields polynomially-sized instances when the
demands are uniform, but not in general.
1.2.1 Literature Review
The fixed-charge multicommodity flow is also a fundamental problem in optimization, and
has applications in communication networks, transportation, logistics, and supply chain
management [see e.g. MW84, BMMN95]. Guisewite and Pardalos [GP90] survey applica-
tions and solution methods for this problem in the wider context of network flow problems
with piecewise-linear concave costs or concave cost functions. In this thesis, we develop a
computational procedure for a variant of the concave cost multicommodity flow problem
that produces near-optimal solutions in our computational experiments. Therefore we fo-
cus our literature review on algorithms and heuristics that produce optimal or near-optimal
solutions in computational experiments.
A variety of solution methods have been developed for this problem or its special cases.
For example, Balakrishnan et al. [BMW89] developed primal-dual algorithms for the unca-
pacitated network design problem. Holmberg and Hellstrand [HH98] developed a solution
method that combines a Lagrangian heuristic with branch-and-bound, also for the unca-
pacitated network design problem. More recently, Atamtiirk developed new facets for this
problem [Ata01], and Ortega and Wolsey [OW03] developed a branch-and-cut algorithm for
the single-commodity version.
Concerning hardness of approximability, Andrews [And04] has shown that, for any con-
stant 7, the uncapacitated network design problem cannot be approximated within a factor
of O(logl/ 2 -y n), unless NP C ZPTIME(npolylog(n)).
The key reason why the fixed-charge multicommodity flow problem is difficult to solve
is the presence of fixed costs on edges-without the fixed costs the problem decomposes
into K polynomially solvable single-commodity minimum-cost flow problems. At the same
time, the fixed costs are an essential feature of the model, as they reflect economies of
scale in transportation networks, installation costs in network design, and other practical
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phenomena. Similarly to facility location, the concave cost multicommodity flow problem
generalizes this model by replacing the fixed-charge costs on edges with concave functions,
and as a result is able to model a wider variety of practical behavior.
Since the concave cost multicommodity flow problem is a generalization of the fixed-
charge multicommodity flow problem, it inherits the hardness of approximation bounds
described above. The research on computational methods for the concave cost multicom-
modity flow problem is more limited. We are not aware of any computational results for
large-scale concave cost multicommodity flow problems. Guisewite and Pardalos [GP90]
provided a broader survey of solution methods for concave cost network flow problems.
Bell and Lamar [BL97] developed a branch-and-bound method for the concave cost
single-commodity flow problem. Shectman and Sahinidis [SS98] developed a branch-and-
bound method for a significantly more general problem-minimizing a separable concave
function over a polyhedron-and also provided a survey of previous work. For the single-
source concave cost flow problem, Fontes et al. developed a dynamic programming approach
[FHCO6b], and a branch-and-bound approach [FHCO6a].
From a theoretical point of view, the worst-case running time of these algorithms is not
bounded by polynomials. In computational experiments, researchers have been able to solve
small to medium-scale problems [e.g. BL97, SS98, FHCO6b, FHCO6a]. However, once the
problem size increases, the reported computation times suggest an exponential dependence
of running time on problem size.
Another approach employed in the literature is heuristics. For example, Gallo and
Sodini [GS79] developed a local search algorithm for the single-source concave cost flow
problem. Guisewite and Pardalos [GP91] proposed several variants of local search for this
problem, and compared them in computational experiments. Bazlamacgi and Hindi [BH96]
introduced an approach combining local search with tabu search for this problem. Also for
the single-source concave cost flow problem, Fontes et al. [FHCO3] developed a local search
algorithm, and Fontes and Gonqalves [FG07] proposed an approach combining local search
with a genetic algorithm.
The authors did not present theoretical bounds on the approximation guarantees ob-
tained by these heuristics. With regard to computational results, Gallo and Sodini [GS79],
Guisewite and Pardalos [GP91], and Bazlamacqi and Hindi [BH96] reported significant cost
improvements relative to the cost of the starting solutions for their approaches. However,
they did not compare the cost of their final solutions to that of optimal solutions or to lower
bounds. Fontes et al [FHC03] reported solutions on average within 0.07% of optimality, for
those instances where the authors could compute optimal solutions. For larger instances the
authors used a lower bound and obtained optimality gaps of less than 13.81%. The running
times for larger instances suggest an exponential dependence on problem size. Fontes and
Gongalves [FG07] reported optimal solutions for those instances where the authors could
provably compute the optimal solutions. However, for larger instances, the authors did
not report optimality gaps. Although the running times were significantly lower than in
[FHCO3], they still suggest an exponential dependence on problem size.
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1.3 Concave Cost Lot-Sizing
In the concave cost lot-sizing problem we have n discrete time intervals, and a single item
(sometimes referred to as a product, or commodity). In each time interval t E [n], there
is a demand dt > 0 for the product, and this demand must be supplied from product
ordered at time t, or from product ordered at a time s < t and held until time t. In the
inventory literature this requirement is known as no backlogging and no lost sales. The cost
of placing an order for t units at time t is given by a concave function Ot( t); we assume
that 4t : R+ -+ I+ is nondecreasing. In addition, we assume without loss of generality that
ot (0) = 0. Holding one unit from time t to time t + 1 results in a cost of ht > 0. The goal
is to satisfy all demands, while minimizing the total ordering and holding cost.
For convenience, we introduce the coefficients ht = '= h,. A mathematical program-
ming formulation for the concave cost lot-sizing problem is given by:
min E s (Zdtxst + hstdtxst, (1.12a)
s=l t=s s=l t=s
s.t. E xst = 1, 1 < n, (1.12b)
s=l
Xst > 0, 1 < s < t < n. (1.12c)
The classical lot-sizing problem is the special case when the ordering cost functions have
the fixed-charge form:
ft + ctt, t > 0, (113)
t (4t = o, t = o.(1.13)
The coefficients ft can then be viewed as fixed ordering costs, and the coefficients st as
per-unit ordering costs. The problem can be formulated as a linear program:
n n n
min fsys + E E(c s + hst)dtxst, (1.14a)
s=1 s=1 t=s
s.t. E st = 1, 1< t < n, (1.14b)
S=1
0 < xst < YS, 1 < s < t < n. (1.14c)
The problem with the constraint ys E {0, 1} for s E [n] is a formulation for classical lot-
sizing. The fact that the constraints ys E {0, 1} can be replaced with ys > 0 is well-known
[e.g. KB77].
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As with facility location and multicommodity flow, when the concave ordering costs are
piecewise linear with P pieces, i.e.
Smin{ftp + Ctp~t : p E [P]}, i t > 0, (115)
0, t = 0,
we obtain the following mixed-integer program:
n n n
min E fspYsp + E E E (c,p + hst)dtxspt, (1.16a)
s=l p[P] s=l t=s pE[P]
t
s.t. E E Xspt = 1 < t<n, (1.16b)
s=1 pE[P]
0 < Xspt < yp, 1 < s < t < n, p E [P], (1.16c)
Ysp E {0, 1}, 1 < s < n,p E [P]. (1.16d)
This program can be viewed as a classical lot-sizing problem with P times as many periods.
Each concave ordering cost is represented by P fixed-charge ordering costs in consecutive
time periods, and there are no holding costs between these periods. As a result, the con-
straints ysp E {0, 1} can be omitted, and we obtain an LP formulation for this classical
lot-sizing problem.
Lemma 5. The lot-sizing problem with concave costs that are piecewise-linear everywhere
except at 0, and consist of P pieces each can be reduced to a classical lot-sizing problem with
P times as many periods.
As is well known, the concave cost lot-sizing problem always has an optimal solution
such that if there is an order at time s, it is serving a sequence of consecutive demand points
s, s + 1,... , ts for some ts < n [see e.g. Zan68]. This implies that in this solution, for time
period s, the order quantity (s is in the set X := {( , di : s < t' < n}. Note that there
are only polynomially many points in this set, specifically IX| = n - s + 1 E O(n).
Therefore we can replace, without introducing an approximation error, the concave
cost functions kt with piecewise-linear concave cost functions /t with the property that
V't( t) = ot( t) for t E X and 4't( t) > t(t) for t > 0. Each ot will consist of O(n) pieces.
Therefore, unlike in the case of facility location and multicommodity flow, we obtain the
following reduction.
Lemma 6. The concave cost lot-sizing problem can be reduced to a classical lot-sizing
problem with O(n 2) periods.
Proof. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2 for facility location. O
Thus, any exact algorithm for classical lot-sizing immediately yields an exact algo-
rithm for concave cost lot-sizing. However, the running time of the resulting algorithm
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increases significantly-for example a O(nlogn) algorithm for classical lot-sizing [FT91,
AP93, WvHK92] would yield a O(n 2 log n) algorithm for concave cost lot-sizing. Therefore
it is still of interest to develop specialized algorithms for concave cost lot-sizing.
1.3.1 Literature Review
The classical lot-sizing problem is one of the fundamental problems in inventory manage-
ment and was introduced in the seminal papers of Manne [Man58], and Wagner and Whitin
[WW58]. The literature on lot-sizing is extensive and here we provide only a brief survey
of algorithmic results. Wagner and Whitin provided a O(n 2) algorithm [WW58] under the
assumption that ct < ct-1 + ht-1; this assumption is also known as the Wagner-Whitin con-
dition, or the non-speculative condition. Zabel [Zab64], and Eppen et al [EGP69] obtained
O(n 2) algorithms for the general case. Federgruen and Tzur [FT91], Wagelmans et al.
[WvHK92], and Aggarwal and Park [AP93] independently obtained O(n log n) algorithms
for this problem.
Krarup and Bilde [KB77] showed that formulation (1.14) is integral. Levi et al. [LRSO6]
also showed that this formulation is integral, and gave a primal-dual algorithm to compute
an optimal solution. (They do not evaluate the running time of their algorithm.) Our
algorithm for concave cost lot-sizing in Section 3.4 will be based on this algorithm.
The concave cost lot-sizing problem generalizes classical lot-sizing by replacing the fixed-
charge ordering costs with concave cost functions. This problem has also been studied since
at least the 1960's. Wagner [Wag60] obtained an exact algorithm for this problem. Aggarwal
and Park [AP93] obtain another exact algorithm with a running time O(n 2).
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1.4 Concave Cost Joint Replenishment
In the concave cost joint replenishment (JRP) problem we have n discrete time intervals,
and K items (which may also be referred to as products, or commodities). For each item
K, the set-up is similar to the lot-sizing problem. There is a demand dk 2 0 of item k in
time period t, and the demand must be satisfied from an order at time t, or from inventory
held from orders at times before t. There is a per-unit cost hk > 0 for holding a unit of
item k from time t to t + 1. For each order of k units of item k at time t, we incur a cost
k ((tk), where 9 k : R+ -- IR+ is a nondecreasing concave function. Distinguishing the JRP
from K separate concave cost lot-sizing problems is the fixed joint ordering cost-for each
other at time t, we pay a fixed cost of f 0 > 0, independent of the number of items or units
ordered at time t. Note that f 0 and qk do not depend on time.
Similarly to lot-sizing, let h kt = -- hK . A mathematical programming formulation
for this problem is given by:
a nK nK n nKmin 0 +k k ok - (1.17a)
mi > 1 E dt( x 8s t ± dtx t + 1 stt (1.17a)s t ,
s=1 \t=s k=1 s=1 k=1 t=s s=1 t=s k=l
s.t. xkt =1, < t < n, k E [K], (1.17b)
s=1
S2 0, l < s <t < n, k [K]. (1.17c)
To reflect the fact that the joint order cost is fixed, we take 0(to) = fo if o > 0, and
0O(0) = 0.
The classical joint replenishment problem is obtained when the item ordering cost func-
tions ok have the form:
S= 0.(1.18)
The coefficients fk can be viewed as per-item fixed ordering costs. The problem can be
formulated as a MIP:
n nK n n K
min Ef 0Y 0 fkk h , (1.19a)
s=1 s=1 k=1 s=1 t=s k=1
t
s.t. xt = 1, 1 < n, k [K], (1.19b)
s=1
< xst _ y, 1 < s < t < n,k E [K], (1.19c)
S xt < yk, 1 < s < t < n, k E [K], (1.19d)
y e {0, 1}, y E {0, 1}, 1 < s < n, k E [K]. (1.19e)
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Let us now consider the case when the item ordering cost functions Ok are piecewise
linear with P pieces:
= min{f + ck p E [P]}, tk > 0,(1.20)0 1 (t0  = 0,
Unlike the cases of facility location, multicommodity flow, and lot-sizing, there are two
obstacles to reducing the piecewise-linear concave cost JRP to the classical JRP. First,
assume that only item 1 has piecewise-linear ordering costs. When attempting to reduce
the piecewise-linear concave cost JRP, we would represent each piece p of the item ordering
cost qk at time t by a new time period (t, p). This period would have a fixed item ordering
cost fpk and a per-unit item ordering cost k. The main difficulty here is that, due to their
origin, the costs fk and ck would vary non-monotonically over the time periods. However,
in formulation (1.19) the fixed item ordering costs fk are constant over time. The results
of Levi et al. [LRSO6] for the classical JRP assume that these costs are constant over time,
or monotonically increasing.
Setting the cost assumption differences aside leads us to the second difficulty, which
stems from the fact that there are multiple items, and different pieces of the item ordering
cost functions may be employed by different items. Assuming, for simplicity, that each
item ordering function consists of P pieces, we would need pK time periods to represent
each possible combination by a new time period, thereby leading to an exponentially-sized
formulation.
It is possible to devise a polynomially-sized MIP for the piecewise-linear concave cost
JRP, however this formulation behaves significantly worse from the viewpoint of the primal-
dual algorithms that we will consider in Chapter 3. Instead, we reduce the piecewise-linear
concave cost JRP to the following exponentially-sized formulation, which we call generalized
JRP. Let 7 = (pl,...,PK).
min ko3 + kYJ + (Pk + h t)dxt t (1.21a)
sE[n] se[n],ke[K] 1<s<t<n
7r [P]K E[P] K kE[K],lrE[P]K
s.t. x = 1, 1 < t < n, k E [K], (1.21b)
sE[t]
st < , 1 < s <t < nk E [K],r E [p]K, (1.21c)
t , 1 < s t < n, [K], []K, (1.21d)
E {0, 1}, E {0, 1}, 1 < s < n, k E [K], 7r E [p]K. (1.21e)
The intuition underlying the generalized JRP is that each time an item order is placed,
there are P options for the item ordering cost. Choosing option p results in a fixed cost of
fpk and a per-unit cost of ck.
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This formulation does not satisfy the cost assumptions required for the 2 approximation
guarantee of the algorithm of Levi et al. [LRSO6]. We will devise, starting from the
algorithm of Levi et al, a 4 approximation algorithm for the generalized JRP. This algorithm
will be based on the above formulation and have exponential running time. We would then
employ the technique introduced in Chapter 3 to obtain a 4 approximation algorithm for
the concave cost JRP, with a polynomial running time. As a byproduct, we will obtain a
polynomial-time 4 approximation algorithm for the generalized JRP.
1.4.1 Literature Review
The classical joint replenishment problem is a fundamental model in inventory theory [see
e.g. Jon87, AE88]. The problem is NP-hard [AJR89]. When the number of items or number
of time periods is fixed, the problem can be solved in polynomial time [e.g. Zan66b, Vei69].
Federgruen and Tzur [FT94] developed a heuristic that computes 1+ approximate solutions
provided certain input parameters are bounded. Shen et al [SSLT] obtain a O(log n+ log K)
approximation algorithm for the one-warehouse multi-retailer problem, which has the JRP
as a special case. Levi et al. [LRSO6] provided the first constant factor approximation
algorithm for the classical JRP, a 2 approximation primal-dual algorithm. Levi et al [LRS05]
obtained a 2.398 approximation algorithm for the one-warehouse multi-retailer problem.
Levi and Sviridenko [LS06] improved the approximation guarantee for the one-warehouse
multi-retailer problem to 1.8.
The concave cost JRP generalizes the classical JRP by replacing the fixed ordering costs
by concave cost functions. The methods employed by Zangwill [Zan66b] and Veinott [Vei69]
can also be employed to solve the concave cost JRP in polynomial time. We are not aware
of results for the concave cost JRP that go beyond those available for the classical JRP.
Since prior to the work of Levi et al. [LRSO6] there was not a constant factor approxima-
tion algorithm for the classical JRP, we conclude that no constant factor approximation
algorithms are known for this problem.
Chapter 2
Piecewise-Linear Approximations
In this chapter we develop a general technique for optimization problems that can be writ-
ten as the minimization of a separable concave function over a polyhedron. The concave
functions can be nonlinear, piecewise linear with many pieces, or more generally given by
an oracle. We assume that the concave functions are nonnegative and nondecreasing on
R+, and that the polyhedron is in IR'. (We can relax these assumptions further under
suitable technical conditions.) In particular, the optimization problems defined in Chapter
1-concave cost facility location, concave cost multicommodity flow, concave cost lot-sizing,
and concave cost joint replenishment-fit into this class of problems.
A natural approach for solving such a problem is to approximate each concave function
by a piecewise-linear function, and then reformulate the resulting problem as a discrete
optimization problem. Often this transformation can be carried out in a way that pre-
serves problem structure, making it possible to apply existing discrete optimization tech-
niques to the resulting problem. A wide variety of techniques is available for the resulting
problems, including heuristics [e.g. BMW89, HH98], integer programming methods [e.g.
Ata01l, OW03], and approximation algorithms [e.g. JMM+03].
For this approach to be efficient, we need to be able to approximate the concave cost
problem by a single piecewise-linear cost problem that meets two competing requirements.
On one hand, the approximation should employ few pieces so that the resulting piecewise-
linear cost problem will have small input size. On the other hand, the approximation
should be precise enough that by solving the piecewise-linear cost problem we would obtain
a solution to the original concave cost problem that provides an acceptable approximation
in terms of optimal cost.
In this chapter, we introduce a general method for approximating a concave cost prob-
lem by a piecewise-linear cost problem that achieves a 1 + E approximation in terms of
optimal cost, and at the same time provides a bound on the number of needed pieces that
is polynomial in the input size of the concave cost problem and linear in 1/E. Previously,
no such polynomial bounds were known, even if we allow any dependence on 1/E.
Our bound implies that polynomial-time heuristics, approximation algorithms, and ex-
act algorithms for many discrete optimization problems immediately yield polynomial-time
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heuristics, approximation algorithms, and fully polynomial-time approximation schemes for
the corresponding concave cost problems. We illustrate this result by obtaining a new
approximation algorithm for the concave cost facility location problem, and a new com-
putational solution procedure for a class of large-scale concave cost multicommodity flow
problems.
Under suitable technical assumptions, our method can be generalized to efficiently ap-
proximate the objective function of a maximization or minimization problem over a general
feasible set, as long as the objective is nonnegative, separable, and concave. In fact, our
technique is not limited to optimization problems. It is potentially applicable for approx-
imating problems in continuous dynamic programming, continuous optimal control, algo-
rithmic game theory, and other settings where new solution methods become available when
concave functions are approximated by piecewise linear ones.
On the other hand, there are questions that involve problems representable as the min-
imization of a separable concave function over a polyhedron, and that cannot be fully
answered using the method developed in this chapter. We will pose several such questions
and they will motivate the research in Chapter 3.
2.1 Literature Review
Piecewise-linear approximations are used in a variety of contexts in science and engineering,
and the literature on them is expansive [see e.g. dB01]. Here we limit ourselves to a survey of
previous results on approximating separable concave functions in the context of optimization
problems.
Geoffrion [Geo77] obtains several general results on approximating objective functions.
One of the settings he considers is the minimization of a separable concave function over a
general feasible set. He derives conditions under which a piecewise linear approximation of
the objective achieves the smallest possible absolute error for a given number of pieces. He
does not bound the number of pieces required to achieve a given precision.
Thakur [Tha78] considers a setting that includes the maximization of a separable concave
function over a convex set defined by separable constraints. He approximates both the
objective and constraint functions, and bounds the number of pieces needed to guarantee a
given absolute error in terms of problem parameters and the maximum values of the first
and second derivatives of the given functions.
Rosen and Pardalos [RP86] consider the minimization of a quadratic concave function
over a polyhedron. They reduce the problem to a separable one, and then approximate the
resulting univariate concave functions. They derive a bound on the number of pieces needed
for a given precision in terms of objective function and feasible polyhedron parameters.
Pardalos and Kovoor [PK90] specialize this piecewise linear technique to the minimization
of a quadratic concave function over one linear constraint subject to upper and lower bounds
on the variables.
Gilder and Morris [GM94] study the maximization of a separable concave function over
a polyhedron. They approximate the objective function and then derive bounds on the
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number of pieces needed to guarantee a given absolute error in terms of objective function
and feasible polyhedron parameters.
Kontogiorgis [KonOO] also studies the maximization of a separable concave function over
a polyhedron. He uses techniques from numerical analysis to derive bounds on the number
of pieces needed to guarantee a given absolute error, in terms of problem parameters and
the maximum values of the second derivatives of the concave functions. He also presents
computational results.
Each of these prior results differs from ours in that they do not provide a bound on the
number of pieces, and thus the size of the resulting problem, that is polynomial in the size
of the original problem, even if we allow any dependence on 1/E.
Meyerson et al. [MMP00] remark, in the context of the single-sink concave cost mul-
ticommodity flow problem, that a "tight" approximation could be computed. Munagala
[Mun03] states, in the same context, that an approximation of arbitrary precision could be
obtained with a polynomial number of pieces. They do not mention specific bounds, or any
details on how to do so.
Hajiaghayi et al. [HMM03] consider the unit-demand concave cost facility location
problem, and employ an exact reduction by interpolating the concave functions at points
1, 2,..., m, where m is the number of customers. Mahdian et al [MYZO6] also consider the
unit-demand concave cost facility location problem and employ this reduction.
2.1.1 Our Results
In Section 2.2 we introduce our piecewise-linear approximation technique, on the basis of
minimization problems with general feasible sets in IR and separable concave cost functions
that are nonnegative and nonndecreasing on R+. In this section, we assume that the
problem has an optimal solution x* = (xz,.. , x*) with x* E {0} U [li, u,]. To achieve a 1+ 
approximation, we need only 1 + logl+4g+4E2 1] pieces for each concave component of the
objective function. As -+ 0, the number of pieces behaves as 1 + 1 log The number
of pieces is the same for any concave function, and our method requires just one function
evaluation per piece.
In Section 2.2.1, we show a function that requires at least O log pieces to be
approximated to within 1 + E on [li, ui]. Note that for any fixed e, the number of pieces
required by our approach is within a constant factor of this lower bound. On the other
hand, it is an interesting open question to find out the minimum number of required pieces
when E is not fixed and may be arbitrarily close to zero, at least to within a constant factor.
In Section 2.2.2, we describe several extensions, including to objective functions that are
not monotone, and to feasible sets not contained in Ri.
In Section 2.3, we obtain the main result of this chapter. We show that when the
feasible set is a polyhedron, a 1 + e approximation can be achieved with a number of pieces
that is polynomial in the input size of the concave cost problem and linear in 1/6. No
additional assumptions or dependencies are necessary. We describe several generalizations,
including to concave functions that are not monotone and to polyhedra not contained in
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RIn. In Section 2.3.1, we describe a simple way of reducing the resulting piecewise linear
optimization problems to discrete optimization problems that often preserves the underlying
problem structure. This reduction generalizes the reductions presented in Chapter 1 for
specific problems, and has been employed in the literature before.
In Section 2.4, we illustrate our method on the concave cost multicommodity flow prob-
lem. We derive considerably smaller bounds on the number of required pieces than in
the general case. Since our method preserves structure, the resulting discrete optimization
problems are fixed-charge multicommodify flow problems. We perform computation exper-
iments using a primal-dual method due to Balakrishnan et al [BMW89], and are able to
solve large-scale problems with complete demand to within 4.2% of optimality, on average.
The concave cost problems have up to 80 nodes, 1,580 edges, 6,320 commodities, and 9.9
million flow variables. These problems are, to the best of our knowledge, significantly larger
than previously solved concave cost multicommodity flow problems with full demand. For
a literature review of previous work on the concave cost multicommodity flow problem, the
reader is directed to Section 1.2.
In Section 2.5, we illustrate our method on the concave cost facility location problem.
Combining a 1.4991-approximation algorithm for the classical uncapacitated facility loca-
tion problem due to Byrka [Byr07] with our technique, we obtain a 1.4991 +E approximation
algorithm for the concave cost facility location problem. Taking for example E = 0.0009,
we obtain a 1.5-approximation algorithm for concave cost facility location. Previously, the
approximation algorithm with the lowest ratio for this problem was a 3 + E approximation
algorithm based on local search, due to Mahdian and Pal [MP03]. Since completing this
research, we have learned about the independent work of Romeijn et al [RSSZ07]. They
develop 1.61 and 1.52 approximation algorithms for the concave cost facility location prob-
lem. A more detailed literature review of approximation algorithms for the concave cost
facility location problem can be found in Section 1.1.
2.2 General Feasible Sets
Let x = (xl,..., n). We examine the general concave minimization problem
Z =.1  min {(x) x E X}, (2.1)
defined by a closed feasible set X C IR, and a separable concave cost function q : R' - R+
with O(x) = En=1 i(xi). The feasible set need not be convex or connected-for example,
it could be the feasible set of an integer program. Let [n] = {1,...,n}. We impose the
following assumption.
Assumption 1. (a) The function 0 is nondecreasing. (b) The problem has an optimal
solution x* = (x ,..., x*) and bounds 0 < li < ui such that x* E {0} U [li, ui] for i E [n].
To approximate problem (2.1) within a factor of 1 + e, we approximate each function Oi
with a piecewise linear function bi : R+ -- IR+. Each function 4i consists of 1 + P pieces,
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with P [=logi 1, and is defined by the coefficients
sP = i ((1+ 1)P), pE {0,...,P}, (2.2a)
fP = i (li(1 + e)p) - li(1 + e)PsP, p E {O,..., P}. (2.2b)
If the derivative 0'(l/(1 + E)P) does not exist, we take the derivative from the right, that
is sj = limxz---l(l+E)P+ 02(p)-- (x). The derivative from the right always exists at points in
(0, +oo) since q, is concave on [0, +oc).
Each coefficient pair defines a line with nonnegative slope sP and y-intercept fP, which
is tangent to the graph of 5, at the point li(1 + e)P. For xi > 0, the function 0, is defined
by the lower envelope of these lines:
Oi(xi) = min{f p + sPxi : p = 0,..., P}. (2.3)
We let 0i (0) = 0i(0) and 0(x) = Ei=1 i(x,). Substituting b for 0, we obtain the piecewise
linear concave minimization problem
Z2.4 = min{(x) : x E X}. (2.4)
Next, we prove that this problem provides an approximation for problem (2.1). We first
present a proof with an intuitive geometric interpretation, but which does not yield a tight
approximation ratio. A tight analysis will follow.
Lemma 7. Z. 1 < Z. 4 < (1 + E)Z' .
Proof. Let x* be an optimal solution of problem (2.4). The graph of any line fp + cixi
lies on or above the graph of Oi(xi), hence Oi(xl*) < ?i(x*) for i [n]. Therefore, Z .1 <
O(x*) < O(x*) = Z* 4.
Conversely, let x* be an optimal solution of problem (2.1) satisfying Assumption 1(b).
It suffices to show that i(x*) 5 (1 + E)i(x*) for i c [n]. If x* = 0, then the inequality
holds. Otherwise, let p = log1+ > 0, and note that x1- CE [(1+E)P, (1+E)?+]. Because
Oi is concave, nonnegative, and nondecreasing,
_'i(x*) ff + sixf < fP + sPli(1 + E)P+l (2.5a)
= fi + spli(1 + E)(1 + C)p < (1 + ) (fP + sPlz (1 + e)P) (2.5b)
= (1 + E)/i (li(1 + e)P) < (1 + E)4,(x*). (2.5c)
(See Figure 2-1 for an illustration.) Therefore, Zj.4 < O(x*) < (1+F-)O(x*) = (1+)ZZ1. l
We now present a tight analysis, i.e. an analysis that reveals the lowest approximation
ratio that is guaranteed by the approach defined by equations (2.2).
Theorem 1. Z2. 1 < Z. 4 1+E (1 )Z .
-- 2 Z. 1 < (1 + D)Z2.1
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I< c , + E)P) < E, (x*)
0 1i(1 + e)P
Figure 2-1: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 7. Observe that the height
inside the box with the bold lower left and upper right corners exceeds the
box's lower left corner by at most a factor of E.
of any point
height of the
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume li = 1 and Oi(0) = 0, and consider only the
segment [1, 1 + E], and the two tangents at (1, ji(l)) and (1 + E, 4i(1 + E)). Suppose these
tangents have slopes a and c respectively. The worst-case approximation ratio is achievable
when Oi consists of 3 linear pieces with slopes a > b > c on [0, 1], [1, 1 + E], and [1 + E, +oo]
respectively. Let x = 1 + ( E [1, 1 + e]. We will now compute values of a, b, c, and ( that
yield the highest approximation ratio, as well as the ratio itself.
The values yielded by the two tangents at x* are a(1 + () and a + bE - c(E - (), and
(2.6)
Since < E, the worst case is achievable when c = 0. Since we seek to find ( that maximizes
i(1+) _min a+a< a+bE
i( 1+ ) a + b' a + b '
(2.7)
we can assume is such that aa a+b which yields ( = b. Substituting, we now seeka+b- b  at
to maximize l+b2/a Since we are now seeking values of a and b that yield the highest
ratio, we can substitute d = , and seek a d that yields the highest ratio. The maximum is
achieved at d = -1+ and equals 1+ , which is less than 1 + -. O
Since 1±+ - 1 and d 1 + +1 1 as e -- 0, it follows that 1 + is the best ratio
expressible as a linear function of e that can be achieved with our approach. Equivalently,
ff + ci 2(1 + e)P+l
ff + cx :
01 (,(1 + )P)
00
00"
x l (1 + E)P+1
0i(1 + () = a + b ,
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, slope c
a + be
a(1 + ) 
a
Figure 2-2: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 1.
instead of an approximation ratio of + using 1 + log+ pieces, we can obtain a
ratio of 1 + using only 1+ logl+4+42 ! pieces. We can derive improved bounds on the
number of pieces when the functions are known to belong to particular classes (for example,
logarithmic functions), and even better bounds when the functions are known.
The number of pieces can be written as 1 + log(14 log . Note that as .E° 0,
1 4)log(1+4++42) O+ and og(1+44c2) -+ 1. Therefore, as e -- 0, the number of pieces
behaves as 1 + log 1, This dependence enables us to apply the approximation technique
to practical concave cost problems. In Section 2.3 we will exploit the logarithmic dependence
of our results on ? to derive polynomial bounds on the number of pieces for a large class
of problems.
2.2.1 A Lower bound on the Number of Pieces
The analysis in the proof of Theorem 1 is tight if we consider a function Oi given by a, b,
and c at the values obtained in the proof. Therefore, if we introduce the pieces as specified
in equation (2.2), then 1+ is the best approximation ratio that can be achieved.
In this section, we establish a lower bound on the number of pieces required by any
approach. First, we show that by limiting ourselves to a piecewise-linear function that is
concave and whose pieces are given by tangents, we increase the number of required pieces
by at most a constant factor. Let i (x,) be a concave function, and 'i (xi) a piecewise linear
function of Q pieces with 1 < 0'(x) < 1 + c for xi E [li, ui].
4-E - 0'( -) "
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Lemma 8. There is a piecewise-linear concave function pi(xi) consisting of at most 4Q
pieces such that 1 < 1 + e for x, [li, u,], and each piece of oi is tangent to ¢.1+E - 0 -
Proof. Fix a piece of Oi with intercept fZP and slope s?. We can assume that the piece is
either tangent to i, intersects it at one point, or intersects it at two points. If the piece is
tangent, our argument is complete.
If the piece intersects 0, at two points '1 and 2, it provides an 1 + e approximation
either on one interval containing (1 and 2, or on two intervals, one containing '1 and the
other 2. In the case of one interval, we reduce it to the case of two consecutive intervals,
touching at 2. In the case of two intervals, we let the intervals be [(, ~'] and [', "],2 1 1 2 2
with a1 [(j, ~'] nd 2 E [(, ]. We now treat this piece as two separate pieces that each
intersect qi at one point, with one providing an 1 + e approximation on [M, j] and the
other on [( , (']. This increases the number of needed pieces by at most a factor of 2.
It now remains to study the case when the piece interesects /i at a single point (, and
provides an 1 + e approximation on [s', s"], with ( E [(', s"]. First, assume that the piece
lays above the graph for x, E [', ) and below the graph for xi E ((, "]. Since the piece is
above the graph on [i', (], we can guarantee an 1 + e approximation on [i', (] by introducing
a tangent at ('. On [, c"], we can guarantee a 1 + e approximation by introducing a piece
with intercept (1 + e) f2 and slope (I + e)s. This piece will be above the function on [~, i"],
and therefore we can guarantee a 1 + e approximation on [(, i"] by introducing a tangent
at i". Since we have introduced two tangents for one original piece, the number of needed
pieces again increases by a factor of 2, for a total factor of 4. O
Let Oi(xi) = x, and let /i be a piecewise linear function with < (x< 1 +
for xi E [li, ui], and each piece of Vi tangent to the graph of qi. In the following lemma, we
compare the number of tangents required by our approach with the minimum number of
tangents needed to approximate 0i.
Lemma 9. As e - 0, the minimum number of pieces in 4i behaves as 1  log u. For
fixed e, the minimum number of pieces is within a constant factor of 1 + logl+4±+4.2 ,
the number of pieces required by our approach.
Proof. Fix o E [1, u] and let us determine the segment [o(1 + 61), o(1 + 62)] on which a
tangent to the graph of qi at ~o will guarantee a 1 + e approximation. The values of 61 and
62 are given by the solutions to the equation
¢i(o) + 66~o (~o) = (1 + e)i((1 + 6)~o) = (2.8a)
+ Eo 1 = (1 + e)/(1 + 6)0 = (2.8b)
'o + 6 o + 162 = (1 + E)2(1 + 0 (2.8c)
This is simply a quadratic equation w.r.t. 6, and solving it yields 61 = 2e(2 + e) - 2(1 +
e)E) ) and 62 = 2c(2 + e) + 2(1 + e) V(2 + E). Let (1 = (1 + 61)0o. A tangent can
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provide an approximation on a segment of the form
[ 1 + 62 1 + 2(2 + ) + 2(1 +)V (2 ) (29)
1 61 1 + 2e(2 + E) - 2(1 + )/-( 2 + EJ
Since -y(e) does not depend on (1, it immediately follows that we need log(C) ] pieces
to approximate 0, on [li, u,]. This is within a factor of 1 + 21og(1+ 42) of the number oflog(1+44 and as , we have
pieces required by our approach. Note that log = (,)log and as 0, we have
1 - +o and log Y(E) - V3-. Therefore, the minimum number of pieces behaves as
log y(E)
1 log as -- 0. D
If we do not restrict ourselves to tangents, by Lemma 2 the minimum number of pieces
for approximating 0,(xi) = x as -- 0 behaves as 1 log , and is within a factor of
x/E/4V2 of the number of pieces required by our approach. This implies that for fixed e and
any li and ui, the number of pieces required by our approach is within a constant factor of
the best possible. An interesting open question is to find upper and lower bounds on the
number of required pieces that are tight, or tight within a constant factor as e -+ 0.
2.2.2 Extensions
Our approach applies to a broader class of problems. Consider the problem
min{o(x) : x E X}, (2.10)
defined by a closed feasible set X C IRn and a separable concave function q : conv(X) -+ R+.
We replace Assumption 1 with the following more relaxed assumption.
Assumption 2. Problem (2.10) has an optimal solution x* and bounds 0 < 1, < ui such
that x*l < ui, and either Oi(x*) = 0 or min{ x* - xi I : i(xi) = 0} > 1, for i G [n].
The following is a generalization of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Problem (2.10) can be approximated within a factor of 1 + by replacing each
function 0, with a piecewise linear function Oi of 2+2 logl+4E+4E2 $ pieces, and at most
two discontinuity points.
Proof. We will consider each objective component Oi separately. Any concave function
Oi(xi) that is not constant over the projection of conv(X) to xi will have at most two
zeroes, which we denote by (L < (R. Let ( = max{-ui - 1, L] and ' = min{ui + li, (]
and note that we need to approximate 0, only on [( + li, ' - li]. Let ( be a point where Oi is
maximized, and note that 0, is monotonically nondecreasing on [(i, (7], and monotonically
nonincreasing on [(, (,']. We will apply Theorem 1 to each of these two segments, by using
translation and reflection.
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If one of the two segments is empty, the proof is complete. Otherwise, w.l.o.g. consider
the segment [(, iC]. To avoid having to compute C, we simply introduce tangents until the
slope is negative. Let the last tangent be at (4i + li(1 + 4 + 4 e2)P , . If its slope is negative,
Theorem 1 does not guarantee an approximation ratio on the segment [( + li(l + 4E +
4e2) P-1, I +i(1 + 4, + 42)P,]. In this case, we remove the tangent at (' +1,(1 +46 + 4 62) P,
and introduce a tangent at ( + li(1 + 4E + 4 6 2)Pz-1(1 + )P for the largest p that yields a
nonnegative slope; since (1 + e)4 > 1 + 4E + 4(2, p < 3. The approximation is guaranteed
on [( + 1(1l + 46 + 4 E2) P-1, ( + 1,(1 + 46 + 4 ,2)P,-1(1 + )P] by Theorem 1, and on [1,(1 +
4E + 4E2)P-1(l + )P, *] by Lemma 7.
The number of pieces employed is at most 2+ [logl+4+42 10][gl+4E+ 4E2 <
+2  2 log1+4c+4,2 , ince ' - ( < 2ui. Each segment yields at most one discontinuity
point. OE
We conclude with two further extensions:
1) We can use secants instead of tangents, in which case we require only one function
evaluation per piece, and do not need to evaluate the derivative. The secant ap-
proach may be preferable in computational applications where tangents are difficult
to compute.
2) The results in this section, but not in subsequent ones, also apply to concave maxi-
mization problems.
2.3 Polyhedral Feasible Sets
Let X = {x : Ax < b,x > 0} be a rational polyhedron defined by A E Qmxn and b E Qm,
and let : Rn -_ R+ be a separable nondecreasing concave function. We consider the
problem
Z2.11 - minf{(x) : Ax < b, x > 0}. (2.11)
We will bound the components of the optimal solution in terms of input data size.
We take the input data size for problem (2.11) to be the size of A and b alone; omitting
the objective functions Oj from the input size computation only strengthens the resulting
bounds. Following standard practice [see e.g. KV02] we define the size of rational numbers
and matrices as the number of bits needed to represent them:
1) for integers r E Z, size(r) := 1 + log 2 (lrl + 1)1;
2) for rational numbers r = E Q with r1 irreducible, size(r) := size(ri) + size(r 2 );
3) for vectors or matrices A E Qmxn, size(A) := mn + E i I size(aij).
Let U(A, b) = 4(size(A) + size(b) + n2 + 5n).The following property is well-known [see e.g.
KV02, GLS93].
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Lemma 10. Any vertex x of X has size(x) < U(A, b).
To approximate problem (2.11), we introduce the piecewise linear functions bi as de-
scribed in equations (2.2) and (2.3); each function will have 1 + log 2 (+42) pieces.
Consider the problem
Z2.12 = min{(x) : Ax < b,x > 0}. (2.12)
Theorem 2. Z.,11 < Z2. 12 < (1 + e)Z2 11. Each function b has a number of pieces
polynomial in size(A) + size(b), the input size of problem (2.11).
Proof. Because X C RnI, it has at least one vertex, and because ¢ is nonnegative, Z2.11
is bounded from below. Therefore, because 0 is concave, problem (2.11) has an optimal
solution x* at a vertex of X [Bau58]. Lemma 10 ensures that x* {0} U [2- U (A b)
2U(A,b)]. Therefore, by Theorem 1, we can obtain the desired approximation with 1 +
[logl+ 4 ,+4,2 2 2U(A,b)] = 1 + log2U(A42 pieces. O
Again, a generalization is possible. Consider the problem
minf{(x) : Ax < b}, (2.13)
defined by a rational polyhedron X = {x : Ax < b} with at least one vertex, and a separable
concave function q: X -+ IR+. Any concave function Oi(xi) that is not constant over the
projection of the feasible polyhedron to xi will have at most two zeroes; denote them by
( < ', and assume they are rational.
Corollary 2. Problem (2.13) can be approximated within a factor of 1 + by replacing each
. 2U (A,b) +size((')+size((")+ 1function Oi with a piecewise linear function Oi of 2 + 2 [2 log2(1+4c+42)  pieces,
and at most two discontinuity points.
Proof. Let x* be a vertex optimal solution of (2.13). Then x*I < u = 2U(A,b) . Moreover,
either x E {(, ('} or min{Ix~ - (f, lI - ('|} > 1 := 2 -U(A,b)-size(C)-size((' ) . Applying
Corollary 1 completes the proof. LO
This corollary is motived by the fact that in many applications ( and (' are present in
the input, as part of the description of the concave cost functions. If (i and ~' are part of
the input, the number of pieces in each function Oi is polynomial in the size of the input.
2.3.1 Representing the Piecewise Linear Functions
To solve the problems resulting from our approximation technique, we could use several clas-
sical methods for representing piecewise linear functions as mixed integer programs. Such
methods usually introduce one or more binary variables for each piece and add a coupling
constraint that ensures the approximation uses only one piece [see e.g. NW99, CGM03].
However, since the objective function to be minimized is concave, the coupling constraint is
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unnecessary, and we can employ the following well-known fixed charge formulation, which
is equivalent to formulation (2.12):
n P
min (fpz + s) ,
i=1 p=l
s.t. Ax < b,
(2.14a)
(2.14b)
(2.14c)i E [n],
E [n],p E {0,
E [n],p E {0,
We assume without loss of generality that f(0) = 0; if f(O) > 0
becomes tighter. We choose the coefficients u, so that xi < ui at
u i = 2 U(A,b)
., P}, (2.14d)
,P}. (2.14e)
the approximation only
any vertex, for example
Lemma 11. The input size of problem (2.14) is polynomial in the input size of problem
(2.12).
A key advantage of fixed-charge formulation (2.14) is that, in many cases, it preserves
the special structure of the original concave cost problem. For example, in Chapter 1, we
have seen how structure is preserved for concave cost facility location, multicommodity flow,
and lot-sizing. In such cases, solution methods for fixed-charge problems can be used to
approximately solve the corresponding concave cost problems.
A drawback of problem (2.14) is that it has 1 + P times more variables. Although for
general polyhedra P could be prohibitively large, for many practical problems, we are able
to derive significantly smaller bounds on P.
2.4 Multicommodity Flows
To illustrate our approach on a practical problem, we consider the concave cost multicom-
modity flow problem defined in Section 1.2. Recall that the problem can be formulated as
follows:
min E oij
{i,j}EE
s.t. ij -
{i,j}EE
xk > ,U 1it 0
K
23(jZ + x)E ,
{j,i}eE
i c V, k E [K],
{i,j} E E,k c [K].
xi =E y ,
p=0
0 < yf < uiz?,
zP E (0, 1},
(2.15a)
(2.15b)
(2.15c)
2.4. MULTICOMMODITY FLOWS
As before, we assume that ij : IR+ - R+ are nondecreasing concave functions. The
meaning of variables and coefficients is the same as in Section 1.2.
Let Bk = z:bk>O bi, and B = CK=1 Bk. Since rational numbers can be scaled to
obtain integers, for simplicity we assume that the problem data are integral. Without loss
of generality, we also assume that Oij(O) = 0 for {i,j} E E.
As shown in Section 1.2, performing a piecewise-linear approximation with Q pieces
for each concave function qi, and then applying formulation (2.14) yields the well-known
fixed-charge multicommodity flow problem, but now on a network with Qm edges:
K
min (fiJpzp + ijp(Xkp k p)), (2.16a)
{i,j,p}CE k=1
s.t. 7 jk Xijp = bi i V, k [K], (2.16b)
{i,j,p}EE {j,i,p}EE
0 < Xk x, k < BkZij, {i,j,p} E E, k E [K], (2.16c)
Zijp E {0, 1}, {i,j,p} c E. (2.16d)
In this formulation, there may be multiple edges between two nodes, and {i, j, p} EE refers
to an edge between nodes i and j, with p being an index that distinguishes parallel edges.
For each edge {i, j, p} E, the coefficient f13p can be interpreted as its installation cost,
and cijp as the cost of routing flow on the edge once installed.
Proposition 1. Z 15 < Z1. 16  (1 + e) Z. 15 . This ratio can be achieved by introducing
1 + [log1+4E+4E2 B] pieces for each edge cost function.
Proof. Since the objective is concave, it is well-known that problem (2.15) has an optimal
solution that is a vertex of the feasible polyhedron [e.g. Bau58]. In this solution the flow
of each commodity occurs on a tree [e.g. Sch03]. Consequently, any nonzero flow on any
edge will be at least 1. On the other hand, the flow on any edge will be at most B. The
approximation result now follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 11. Ol
The special structure of the problem allows us to increase the number of edges by a
factor of only 1 + [log1+4,+4E2 B1, which is much less than the factor obtained for general
polyhedra.
2.4.1 Computational Results
We present computational results for uncapacitated multicommodity flow problems with
complete uniform demand. We have generated the instances based on [BMW89] as follows.
To ensure feasibility, for each problem we first generated a random spanning tree. Then we
added the desired number of edges between nodes selected uniformly at random. For each2
number of nodes, we considered a dense network with -?- edges, and a sparse network with
3n edges. For each network thus generated, we have considered two cost structures.
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The first cost structure models moderate economies of scale. We assigned to each edge
{i, j} E a cost function of the form a + b(xij)c, with a, b, and c randomly generated from
uniform distributions over [0.1, 10], [0.33, 33.4], and [0.8, 0.99]. For an average cost function
from this family, the marginal cost decreases by approximately 30% as the flow on an edge
increases from 25 to 1,000. The second cost structure models strong economies of scale. The
cost functions are as in the first case, except that c is sampled from a uniform distribution
over [0.0099,0.99]. In this case, for an average cost function, the marginal cost decreases
by approximately 84% as the flow on an edge increases from 25 to 1,000. Note that on an
undirected network with n nodes, there is an optimal solution with the flow on an edge in
{0,1,...,n(n- 1)}.
Table 2.1 specifies the problem sizes. Note that although the individual dimensions of
the problems are moderate, the resulting number of variables is large, since a problem with
n nodes and m edges yields n(n - 1)m flow variables. The largest problems we solved have
80 nodes, 1,580 edges, and 6,320 commodities. To approach them with an MIP solver,
these problems would require 1,580 binary variables, 9,985,600 continuous variables and
10,491,200 constraints, even if we replaced the concave functions by fixed charge costs.
We chose E = 0.01 = 1% for the piecewise linear approximation. After applying our
piecewise linear approximation technique, we have reduced the total number of pieces further
by noting that close to 1, our approach introduced tangents on a grid denser than the
uniform grid 1, 2, 3,... For each problem, we have reduced the number of pieces per cost
function by approximately 47 by using the uniform grid close to 1, and the grid generated
by our approach elsewhere.
We used an improved version of the dual ascent method described by Balakrishnan et al.
[BMW89] (also known as the primal-dual method [GW97]) to solve the resulting problems.
The method produces a feasible solution, whose cost we denote by Z DA , to problem (2.16)
andl a , lower 1 bodLBand a lower bound Z".1 6 on the optimal value of problem (2.16). The lower bound allows us
ZDA
to obtain an instance-dependent error bound EDA := - 1 for this solution, with respect
2 16
to the piecewise linear problem. We can then obtain an instance-dependent error bound
EALL := (1 + E)(1 + EDA) - 1 for this solution with respect to the original problem.
Table 2.2 summarizes the computational results. We performed all the computations
on a Pentium Xeon 2.8 GHz. For each problem size and cost structure, we have averaged
the error bound, computational time, and number of edges in the computed solution over
3 randomly-generated instances.
We obtained average error bounds of 3.62% for problems with moderate economies of
scale, and 4.20% for problems with strong economies of scale. This difference in average
error bound is consistent with previous reports in the literature for fixed-charge functions,
in which problems with higher fixed to variable cost ratios, and thus stronger economies
of scale, have been found harder to solve [BMW89, HS89]. Note that the solutions to
problems with moderate economies of scale have more edges than those to problems with
strong economies of scale; in fact, in the latter case, the edges always form a tree.
To the best of our knowledge, the literature does not contain exact or approximate
computational results for concave cost multicommodity network flow problems of this size.
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# n m K Flow PiecesVariables
1 10 30 90 8,100 41
2 20 60 380 22,800 77
3 20 95 380 36,100 77
4 30 90 870 78,300 98
5 30 215 870 187,050 98
6 40 120 1,560 187,200 113
7 40 390 1,560 608,400 113
8 50 150 2,450 367,500 124
9 50 610 2,450 1,494,500 124
10 60 180 3,540 637,200 133
11 60 885 3,540 3,132,900 133
12 70 210 4,830 1,014,300 141
13 70 1,205 4,830 5,820,150 141
14 80 240 6,320 1,516,800 148
15 80 1,580 6,320 9,985,600 148
Table 2.1: Network sizes. The column "Pieces" indicates the number of pieces in each
piecewise linear function resulting from the approximation.
Bell and Lamar [BL97] propose an exact branch-and-bound approach for single-commodity
flows, and present computational results on networks with at most 20 nodes and 96 arcs.
Fontes et al. [FHC03] propose a heuristic approach for single-commodity flows, and present
computational results on networks with up to 50 nodes and 200 edges. For a more detailed
survey of previous work, see Section 1.2.
2.5 Facility Location
Next, we illustrate our approach on the concave cost facility location problem, defined in
Section 1.1. Recall that the problem can be formulated as follows:
n m n m
min E (> dixij + E c23 dixij, (2.17a)
j=1 i=1 3= 1 i=1
s.t. = 1, i [n], (2.17b)
J=1
zij > 0o, i [m],j E [n]. (2.17c)
As before, we assume that j : R+ - IR+ are nondecreasing concave functions, and that
the connection costs cij > 0 obey the metric inequality. The intuition behind variables and
coefficients is the same as in Section 1.1.
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Moderate economies of scale Strong economies of scale
Sol.Edges
0.26s 14
7.57s 31
8.77s 25.3
48s 44
1m33s 43.6
3m29s 61.6
6m49s 59
9ml6s 79
20m51s 74.6
21ml0s 95
56m58s 95.6
40m42s 101.6
1h47m 115.6
1hl8m 127.6
3h3m 129.3
ge
EDA%
0.41
1.45
1.20
1.95
2.16
2.47
3.24
2.22
3.10
2.58
3.64
2.85
4.19
2.82
4.59
2.59
CALL%
1.41
2.46
2.21
2.96
3.19
3.49
4.28
3.24
4.13
3.61
4.68
3.87
5.24
3.84
5.64
3.62
Sol.Edges
0.4s 9
10.6s 19
18.3s 19
43.1s 29
lm40s 29
1m46s 39
4m23s 39
4m20s 49
8m35s 49
6m42s 59
16m31s 59
8m32s 69
25m34s 69
13m43s 79
36m2s 79
Table 2.2: Computational results. The values in column "Sol. Edges" represent the number
of edges with positive flow in the obtained solutions.
Again we can assume without loss of generality that all coefficients di and cij are integral.
Let D = di be the total demand.
As shown in Section 1.1, if we approximate ¢, by piecewise linear concave functions
with Q pieces, then the resulting problem can be reduced to the classical facility location
problem with Qn facilities:
n P n Pm
min f + E(s + cij)di,
3=1 p= j=1 p=1 i=1
n P
s.t. E = 1,
j=l p=l
0 < x. <s y,
P e {0, I},
(2.18a)
i G [m], (2.18b)
(2.18c)
(2.18d)
Proposition 2. Z. 17 < Z.1 8  (1 + )Z.1 7 . This ratio can be achieved by introducing
1 + [log1 +4,+4,2 D] pieces for each facility cost function.
Proof. Since the objective is concave, problem (2.17) has an optimal solution that is a
vertex of the feasible polyhedron [e.g. Bau58]. In this solution, the utilization of each
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
AveraE
CDA%~O
0.35
1.06
3.38
1.18
3.50
2.20
3.17
3.42
4.22
3.27
4.25
3.77
4.98
4.10
4.68
3.17
CALL%
1.35
2.07
4.42
2.20
4.54
3.22
4.21
4.46
5.26
4.30
5.29
4.81
6.03
5.14
5.73
4.20
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concave resource is at least 1. At the same time, the utilization of any resource does not
exceed D. Therefore, the result follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 11. O
To conclude our derivation, consider the 1.4991 approximation algorithm of Byrka for
the classical facility location problem [Byr07]. By applying our technique together with this
algorithm, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. There exists a 1.4991 + approximation algorithm for the concave cost facility
location problem. In particular, by taking c = 0.0009, we can obtain a 1.5 approximation
algorithm.
We can similarly apply our technique together with other approximation algorithms for
facility location. For example, by applying it with the 1.52 approximation algorithm of
Mahdian et al [MYZO6] and the 1.61 approximation algorithm of Jain et al [JMM+03], we
obtain 1.52 + E and 1.61 + E approximation algorithm for concave cost facility lcoation.
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Chapter 3
Primal-Dual Algorithms
In Chapter 2, we developed a general technique for approximating optimization problems
with separable concave objectives by optimization problems with piecewise-linear objec-
tives. Our key result is obtained when we are minimizing a nonnegative nondecreasing cost
function over a polyhedron in IR', and would like the resulting problem to provide a 1 + E
approximation to the original problem in optimal cost. In this case, the size of the resulting
problem is polynomial in the size of the original problem and linear in 1/E. This bound
implies that a variety of polynomial-time heuristics, approximation algorithms, and exact
algorithms for fixed-charge problems immediately yield polynomial-time heuristics, approxi-
mation algorithms, and fully polynomial-time approximation schemes for the corresponding
concave cost problems.
However, the piecewise-linear approach developed in Chapter 2 cannot fully address
several questions involving the minimization of a separable concave objective over a polyhe-
dron. First, the approach adds a relative error of 1+ in optimal cost, yet for some problems
we would like to compute an exact optimum. For example, using our approach together with
an exact algorithm for the classical lot-sizing problem, we can obtain a fully polynomial-
time approximation scheme for the concave cost lot-sizing problem. However, there are
exact algorithms for concave cost lot-sizing, both for the setting without backlogging [e.g.
WW58, Wag60], and with backlogging [e.g. Zan66a, AP93]. Hence, fully polynomial-time
approximation schemes for concave cost lot-sizing are of limited interest, and instead it is
of interest to obtain improved exact algorithms.
Second, for some problems, after we approximate the concave cost problem by a piece-
wise linear problem, the resulting problem does not reduce in polynomial size to the corre-
sponding fixed-charge problem. As a result, we cannot obtain polynomial-time heuristics,
approximation algorithms, and fully polynomial-time approximation schemes for the con-
cave cost problem through the technique of Chapter 2. An example is the concave cost joint
replenishment problem (JRP). There are two obstacles to reducing the piecewise-linear con-
cave cost JRP to the classical JRP. First, even if only one individual ordering cost function
is piecewise-linear concave, the resulting problem need not satisfy the classical JRP's cost
assumptions. Second, even if one sets aside the cost assumptions, a JRP with piecewise-
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linear individual ordering costs can be reduced only to an exponentially-sized classical JRP.
These obstacles are described in more detail in Section 1.4.
Third, suppose that we seek to compute near-optimal solutions to a concave cost prob-
lem by performing a 1 + E piecewise-linear approximation and then using a near-optimal
computational procedure for the resulting fixed-charge problem. Since we seek near-optimal
solutions, we are facing a tradeoff between selecting a larger value of E and introducing a
significant additional approximation error, or selecting a smaller value of E and having to
solve significantly larger problems produced by the approximation. For example in Section
2.4, the computational procedure used to solve the problems resulting from the approxima-
tion yielded an average approximation guarantee of 3.17%. However, since we chose E = 1%,
the resulting overall approximation guarantee averaged 4.20%. On the other hand, as can
be seen from Table 2.2, choosing a significantly smaller value of E would impact our ability
to solve the largest instances.
The difficulties raised by these three questions are inherent in any piecewise-linear ap-
proximation approach, and cannot be addressed fully by devising improved piecewise-linear
approximation methods. Therefore, we next turn to algorithms that operate directly on
problems with concave cost functions.
3.1 Literature Review
There is a wide variety of algorithms that operate directly on problems with concave cost
functions. In this section, we provide a brief survey of representative research directions.
A significant body of literature on concave cost problems is dedicated to algorithms that
solve the problem exactly or to within a specified approximation error, employing branch-
and-bound, cutting planes, as well as other methods. Pardalos and Rosen [PR86] provide
a survey of earlier work in this direction. A survey on the application of these methods
to the concave cost multicommodity flow problem can be found in Section 1.2. In brief,
from a theoretical point of view, the surveyed algorithms do not have polynomial bounds on
their running times. In computational experiments, these algorithms are successful on small
to medium scale problems, however, once the problem sizes increase further, the reported
computational times suggest an exponential dependendence of running time on problem
size.
Another approach employed in the literature is heuristics. A survey of heuristics for the
concave cost multicommodity flow problem is also presented in Section 1.2. To summarize,
several authors obtain optimal or near-optimal results for small to medium scale problems.
However, as the problem size increases, the results are inconclusive.
Mahdian and Pal [MP03] employed local search to obtain a theoretical result. More
specifically, they obtained a 3 + E approximation algorithm for the concave cost facility
location problem. Their analysis is based in part on the analysis of the local search algorithm
by Charikar and Guha [CG99, CG05].
When the concave cost problems have unit demands, a wider variety of results become
available. Hajiaghayi et al. [HMM03] obtained a 1.861 approximation algorithm for the
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concave cost facility location problem. A number of results become available due to the
fact that, as noted in Chapter 1, many concave cost problems with unit demands can be
reduced to the corresponding classical problems. For example, Hajiaghayi et al [HMMO3]
and Mahdian et al. [MYZO6] described how to obtain a 1.52 approximation algorithm for
concave cost facility location with unit demands using this approach.
Except for problems with unit demand, previously there have not been techniques for
concave cost problems that would parallel the primal-dual framework for classical combi-
natorial optimization problems. Yet primal-dual algorithms account for important contri-
butions to classical combinatorial optimization problems, including exact algorithms [e.g.
LRS06], constant factor approximation algorithms [e.g. JMM+03, LRSO6], and efficient
heuristics [e.g. BMW89].
After completion of this research, we learned of the independent research of Romeijn
et al. [RSSZ07]. They develop 1.61 and 1.52 approximation algorithms for the concave
cost facility location problem by considering the corresponding algorithms for the classical
facility location problem [JMM+03, MYZO6] through a greedy perspective. Since in this
chapter we will consider these algorithms through a primal-dual perspective, establishing
a connection between the research of Romeijn et al. and ours is in turn an interesting
question.
3.1.1 Our Contribution
In this chapter we present an algorithm design technique for a class of concave cost prob-
lems. The technique yields a strongly polynomial primal-dual algorithm for a concave cost
problem whenever such an algorithm exists for the corresponding fixed-charge problem. The
resulting algorithm runs directly on concave problems, and thus avoids the approximation
error/running time tradeoff of piecewise linear approximation. On the other hand, the re-
sulting algorithm can be viewed as the original algorithm running on an exponentially or
infinitely-sized fixed-charge problem. Therefore, constant factor approximation algorithms
for classical problems yield constant factor approximation algorithms for the corresponding
concave cost problems, with the approximation ratio preserved. Certain non-constant ap-
proximation ratios are also preserved, and exact algorithms yield exact algorithms. Since
the execution of the new algorithm mirrors the execution of the original algorithm on an
exponentially or infinitely-sized classical problem, we can also expect empirical properties,
such as the near-optimal computational performance of heuristics, to be preserved in many
cases.
We develop our technique on the basis of the concave cost facility location problem.
In Section 3.2 we describe preliminary concepts. In Section 3.3 we obtain the key tech-
nical insights upon which our technique is based. Also in this section, we obtain a 1.61
approximation algorithm for the concave cost facility location problem, with a running
time of O(m3 n + mn log n), and a 1.861 approximation algorithm with a running time of
O(m 2n + mn log n). Here m denotes the number of customers and n the number of facilities.
Previously, the best approximation ratio for this problem was 3 + 6, provided by the local
search algorithm of Mahdian and Pal [MP03].
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The technique introduced in Chapter 2 can provide an 1.4991 + e approximation algo-
rithm for this problem, as well a variety of algorithms with higher approximation ratios.
However, since these algorithms rely on piecewise-linear approximations, their running times
depend on 1/e. Their running times also depend on log E ,I= di, where d, are the customer
demands. The primal-dual algorithms developed in this chapter have the advantage of
strongly polynomial running times, with no dependence on an E parameter. The work of
Romeijn et al. [RSSZ07] provides 1.61 and 1.52 approximation algorithms with strongly
polynomial running times of O(m3n log n) and O(m 2n max{m, n} log n). A more detailed
literature review of approximation algorithms for concave cost facility location can be found
in Section 1.1.
In Section 3.4 we obtain a new exact algorithm for the lot-sizing problem with concave
ordering costs. The running time of the algorithm on a problem with n time periods is
O(n 2), which matches that of the fastest previous algorithm [e.g. AP93]. Here our goal is
not to improve on previous exact algorithms for concave cost lot-sizing. Rather, we will use
this algorithm to simplify the exposition of a primal-dual approximation algorithm for the
concave cost JRP in the next section.
In Section 3.5, we obtain a 4 approximation algorithm for the joint replenishment prob-
lem (JRP) with concave individual ordering costs. This is the first constant factor approxi-
mation algorithm for the JRP with concave individual ordering costs. Previously, algorithms
with constant worst-case performance guarantees for the JRP with concave costs were lim-
ited to more restricted models. Section 1.4 contains a more detailed literature review of
approximation algorithms for the concave cost JRP.
3.2 Preliminaries
We first develop our technique on the basis of the facility location problem, and then apply
it to other problems. As before, let [n] = {1,...,n}. Recall from Section 1.1 that the
concave cost facility location problem can be formulated as follows:
n m mn
min E 0j Edixij + cz3dixj, (3.1a)
j=1 i=1 i=1 j=1
s.t. xij = 1, i C [m], (3.1b)
j= 1
Xij > 0, i G [m],j e [n]. (3.1c)
The meaning of coefficients and variables is the same as in Section 1.1. As before, we
assume that the cost functions Oj : R+ --- R+ are concave and nondecreasing, and that the
connection costs cij are nonnegative and obey the metric inequality.
Without loss of generality we assume that all coefficients d, and c,j are integral. Let
D = ~, di be the total demand.
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The classical facility location problem, also defined in Section 1.1, is a special case of the
concave cost facility location problem and can be formulated as a mixed-integer program
as follows:
n m n
min E f y3 + cij dx i j , (3.2a)
3=1 i=1 j=1
n
s.t. E = 1, i E [m], (3.2b)
3=1
0 < xij < Y, i [m],j E [n], (3.2c)
j E {0, 1}, i E [m],j E [n]. (3.2d)
We will make use of the well-known reduction from piecewise-linear concave cost facility
location to classical facility location. Let the concave functions ¢3 be piecewise linear on
(0, +oo) with P pieces. Then the functions can be written as
Oj m) = min{fjp + sjpj : p E [P]}, (j > 0,
= 0. (3.3)
0, (4 = 0.
And the facility location problem with these cost functions can be reformulated as:
n P m n P
min > 1 fJpyjp + E E >3(c ij + sjp)dxijp, (3.4a)
j=1 p=l i=1 j=1 p=l
n P
s.t. ip = 1, i E [m], (3.4b)
j=1 p=1
0 < Xijp y jp, i E [m],j E [n],p E [P], (3.4c)
yip E {0, 1}, i E [m],j C [n],p E [P]. (3.4d)
This mixed-integer program is a classical facility location problem with Pn facilities and m
customers. Every piece p in the cost function 0. of every facility j in the original concave
cost problem corresponds to a facility {j, p} in the new problem. The new facility has
opening cost fjp. The customer set is the same, and the connection cost from facility {j, p}
to customer i is cij + sjp. We describe the reduction more formally in Section 1.1.
3.2.1 A Primal-Dual Algorithm
In this section, we briefly describe the 1.61 approximation algorithm for classical facility
location due to Jain et al. [JMM+03]. In the following sections, we will obtain a 1.61
approximation algorithm for concave cost facility location based on this algorithm. We
assume the reader is familiar with the primal-dual method for approximation algorithms
[see e.g. GW97].
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Consider the LP relaxation of problem (3.2) obtained by replacing the constraints yj E
{0, 1} with yj > 0. The dual of this LP relaxation is:
n
max Evi, (3.5a)
z=1
s.t. v, < cij d + wij, i G [n],j E [n], (3.5b)
m
E wij < f, je [n], (3.5c)
i=1
wij > 0, i E [m],j E [n]. (3.5d)
Since w 3, are not present in the objective, we can assume that they are as small as is
possible without violating constraint (3.5b). In other words, we assume the invariant wi3 =
max{0, vi - cijdi}. We will refer to dual variable vi as the budget of customer i. If v, >
cijdi, we say that customer i contributes to the fixed cost fj of facility j, and wi3 is its
contribution. A facility j is tight if its fixed charge is fully covered by customer contributions,
i.e. E i11 w,3 = fj. A facility is over-tight if En wj > fj.
Let (x, y) be an integral primal feasible solution, and (v, w) be a dual feasible solution.
The primal complementary slackness constraints are:
x,3(vi - cijdi - wij) = 0, i E [m],j E [n], (3.6a)
y ( wi - f3 ) =0, jE [n]. (3.6b)
Constraint (3.6a) says that customer i can connect to facility j (i.e. xi3 = 1) in the primal
solution only if j is the closest to i with respect to the modified connection costs ci3 + wi, /di.
Constraint (3.6b) says that facility j can be opened in the primal solution (i.e. yj = 1) only
if it is tight in the dual solution.
The algorithm of Jain et al. starts with dual feasible solution (v, w) = 0 and itera-
tively updates it, while maintaining dual feasibility and increasing the dual objective. (The
increase in the objective is not necessarily monotonic.) At the same time, guided by the
complementary slackness constraints, the algorithm constructs an integral primal solution.
The algorithm concludes when the integral primal solution becomes feasible; at this point
the dual feasible solution serves as a lower bound on the optimal value.
We introduce the notion of time, and associate to each step of the algorithm the time
when it ocurred. Time will be denoted by t.
3.3. THE TECHNIQUE
ALGORITHM FLPD(m, n E Z+; c E Rmn, f E R, d E Rm)
(1) Start at time t = 0 and with the dual solution (v, w) = 0. All facilities are
closed and all customers are unconnected, i.e. (x, y) = 0.
(2) While there are unconnected customers:
(3) Increase t continuously. At the same time increase v, and w,, for un-
connected customers i so as to maintain v, = dt and w,j = max{0, v, -
cjd,}. The increase stops when a facility becomes tight, or a customer
begins contributing to a previously open facility.
(4) If a facility j became tight, open it. For each customer i contributing to
j, connect i to j and set vi = c,,d,. Then set w,,3 = max{0, vi - c,3',d,
for all closed facilities j'. If i was previously connected to a different
facility j", disconnect i from j".
(5) If a customer i began contributing to a previously open facility j, connect
i to j and set v, = C23 d,. Then set w,, = max{0, v, - c,y d.} for all closed
facilities j'.
(6) For each customer i, set v, = c3d, +w3, where j is the facility that customer
i is connected to. Return (x, y) and (v, w).
In case of a tie between tight facilities in step (4), between customers in step (5), or
between steps (4) and (5), we break the tie arbitrarily. Depending on the customers that
remain unconnected, in the next iteration of loop (2), another one of the facilities involved
in the tie may open immediately, or another one of the customers involved in the tie may
connect immediately.
Theorem 4 (JMM+03). Algorithm FLPD is a 1.61 approximation algorithm for the clas-
sical facility location problem.
Note that we use a different MIP formulation in our presentation from that in [JMM+03].
However both the formulation and the algorithm are equivalent to those in the original
presentation.
3.3 The Technique
Consider the concave cost facility location problem with m customers and n facilities. As-
sume that the functions ,3 are given by an oracle that returns j ( j) and ~ ( 3), in time
0(1). If we would like to avoid using derivatives, for example when it is computationally
expensive, we can use the quantity Oj((j + 1) - 3(9j) instead, as all demands are integer.
We interpret each concave function Oj as a piecewise-linear function with an infinite
number of pieces. We need to consider the function only up to the total demand D.
Formally, for each p E (0, D], we introduce a tangent fjp + sjpj to Oj at p. When the
derivative ' (p) exists, the coefficients fjp and sjp, are given by
jpIf the derivative does not = we tak ), fthe derivative) - Sjpthe right of (3.7) at p, that is
If the derivative does not exist, we take the derivative from the right of Oj at p, that is
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S= lim, (P)3 (~3) The derivative from the right always exists at p > 0, since Oj is
concave on [0, +oo).
To simplify the notation in what follows, we must consider a technical detail. Note that
limqo+ 8 jq either exists or is +oo because sjp are nonincreasing in p, and limqo+ fjq exists
because fjp are nondecreasing in p and bounded from below. We assume that limqo+ 8 3q
exists, and introduce a tangent at p = 0 that is the limit of the tangents at q as q -- 0. More
precisely, we take s3o = limq,o+ Sjq and fjo = limqo+ fjq. Our technique also applies when
the limqo+ 8 jq is +oo, in which case we introduce tangents only for p > 0 and proceed in
similar fashion.
The functions 4j can now be expressed as:
rmin{fjp + sjpj : p E [0, D]}, j > 0,
(=0., (3.8)
0, j = 0.
When Oj is linear on a segment [c1, (2], we obtain the same tangent at any point p E [1I, p2),
that is fjp = fjq and Sjp = Sjq for any p, q E [i1, p2). For ease of notation, we will consider
fjp and Sgp for all p > 0, regardless of the shape of 4j.
We apply Lemma 1, and obtain a classical facility location problem with m customers
and an infinite number of facilities. Each tangent p to cost function qj ( j) of facility j in
the concave cost problem corresponds to a facility {j, p} in the resulting classical facility
location problem. Due to their origin, we will sometimes call the facilities in the resulting
problem tangents.
The infinitely-sized problem is:
n m n
min E E fjpyjp+ E E (ci3 sjp)dx7 3p, (3.9a)
j=1 pe[O,D] Z=1 j=1 pC[O,D]
n
s.t. E E p= 1, i E [n], (3.9b)
j=1 pE[0O,D]
0 < Xijp < yjp, iE [m],j E [n],p E [0, D], (3.9c)
yj, E {0, 1}, i E [m],j C [n],p E [0, D]. (3.9d)
Of course, we cannot run Algorithm FLPD on this problem directly, as it is infinitely-sized.
Instead, we will show how to execute Algorithm FLPD on the infinitely-sized instance
implicitly. Formally, we will devise an algorithm that produces the same assignment of
customers to facilities as if Algorithm FLPD were run on the infinitely-sized problem, in
time polynomial in the input size of the original problem. Thereby, we will obtain a 1.61
approximation algorithm for the original problem.
3.3. THE TECHNIQUE
The LP relaxation is obtained by relaxing the integrality constraints (3.9d) to say yjp >
0. The dual of the LP relaxation is:
n
max vi, (3.10a)
i=1
s.t. vi < (cij + sjp)di + wip, i E [n],j E [n],p E [0, D], (3.10b)
m
>wijp < fjp, j E [n],p E [0, D], (3.10c)
i=1
Wijp > O, i E [m],j E [n],p E [0, D]. (3.10d)
Since the LP relaxation and its dual are infinitely-sized, the strong duality property between
the LP relaxation and its dual does not hold automatically, as in the finite LP case. However,
we do not need strong duality for our approach. We only rely on the optimal value of MIP
(3.9) being greater than or equal to that of the LP relaxation, and on weak duality between
the LP relaxation and its dual (3.10).
3.3.1 Analysis of a Single Facility
In this section, we consider the special case when the original concave cost problem has
only one facility. To simplify the notation, we omit the facility subscript j.
Imagine that we are at the beginning of step (3) of the algorithm. To execute this step,
we need to compute the time t* when the increase in the dual variables stops. If the increase
stops due to a new tangent p* becoming tight, we need to compute p*. If the increase stops
because a customer begins to contribute to a previously open tangent, we need to compute
the customer and tangent.
We assume that a new tangent will become tight before an unconnected customer will
begin contributing to a previously open tangent. In other words, the increase always stops
due to a new tangent p* becoming tight. Also assume that ci = 0 for i E [m]. We will
remove both of these assumptions in Section 3.3.3.
Without loss of generality, we assume t = 0 at the beginning of the step. We imagine
that t is increasing to +o, and seek to compute the first tangent to become tight. The
customer budgets start at v, and increase with time at rates Si. In other words, at time t,
the budget for customer i has increased to vi + 6it. Connected customers can be modeled by
taking Si = 0, and unconnected customers by taking 6i = di. Denote the set of unconnected
customers by U and the set of connected customers by C, and let p = IU .
First, consider the case when all customers have zero starting budgets.
Lemma 12. Let all customers have zero starting budgets and the budgets vi for unconnected
customers increase at rates di. The tangent that becomes tight first is unique and is given
by p* = Eiu di, while the time when this occurs is given by t* = Sp +f .
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Proof. For a given tangent p, the time when it becomes tight is sp + f Therefore,
p* = argmin SP + = argmin sp E di + f (3.11)
p>0 EU di P 0  iEU
The quantity sp EieU di + fp can be viewed as the value of the affine function fp + Sp at
i= Eu d. Since fp + sp is tangent to 0((), and 0( ) is concave,
fp + sp di di) for p> 0 . (3.12)
ieU \EU /
On the other hand, for the tangent at q := Z eU di, we have fq + Sq EiU di = 0 (-ieU dz).
Therefore, the tangent at q becomes tight first, at time sq + L-. (See Figure 3-1.)
Recall from the discussion after equation (3.8) that when 0(() is linear on a segment,
two different tangency points p and q may yield the same tangent (fp, Sp) = (fq, Sq). Now
consider a tangent p that is different from p*, i.e. that has (fp, Sp) ' (fp*, Sp.). For any
such tangent p, the strict inequality fp + sp CEU di > 4 (EiEU di) holds. Therefore, the
tangent that becomes tight first is unique. O
fp + Sp Z~T dE
0 p
Figure 3-1: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 12.
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Next, consider the case when customers have nonnegative starting budgets. Define
pi(t) = min{p E [0, D] : vi + Sit > spd2}, i E [m], (3.13)
If vi + 6it < spd, for every p E [0, D], let pi (t) = D. Otherwise, the minimum is well-defined,
since sp is right-continuous in p.
Intuitively, pi(t) is the leftmost tangent to which customer i is contributing at time
t. Note that Sp is decreasing in p, since 0 is a concave function. Therefore, customer i
contributes to every tangent to the right of pi(t), and does not contribute to any tangent
to the left of p,(t). For any two customers i and j,
(vi + t6,)/di > (v, + t6j)/dj # p (t) < p (t), (3.14a)
(vi + t6i)/di = (v, + t6j)/dj pi(t) = pj(t), (3.14b)
(vi + t36)/di < (vj + t6j)/dj = pi(t) > pj(t). (3.14c)
Lemma 13. Let customers have starting budgets ve, the budgets of connected customers
be constant, and the budgets of unconnected customers increase at rates d. The tangent
p* that becomes tight first, and the time t* when this occurs can be computed in O(m 2). If
there is a tie, it is between at most m tangents.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the set of customers is ordered so that cus-
tomers 1,..., p are unconnected, customers p + 1, ... , m are connected, and
vi/di > v 2 /d 2 > ... - > v,/d, (3.15a)
v,+ 1/d,+i > v,+ 2 /d+ 2 > ... > vm/dm. (3.15b)
Note that (vi + t6i)/di = vil/di for connected customers, and (vi + t6i)/di = vi/d, + t for
unconnected ones. By property (3.14), it follows that pi(t) < p2(t) < ... < pi,(t) and
p +l(t) < p+2(t) < ... < pm(t). As t increases, pi(t) for i E C are unchanged, while p,(t)
for i E U decrease. (See Figure 3-2.)
Let
I"(t) = [pk(t),pk+1(t)], 1 < k < p, (3.16a)
IT(t) = [p(t),pl+1(t)], p + 1 < 1 < m, (3.16b)
with Io(t) = [0,pi(t)] and Iu(t) = [p,(t),D], as well as Ic(t) = [0, p+l(t)] and Im(t)
[pm(t), D]. Consider the intervals
IkI(t) = ik(t) n l (t), 0 < k < p < 1 < m. (3.17)
At any given time t, some of these intervals may be empty. As time increases, intervals may
vary in size, empty intervals may become non-empty, and non-empty intervals may become
empty. Together the intervals cover [0, D].
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Let p*1 be the tangent that becomes tight first on Ikl(t), and t*l be the time when
this occurs. If a tangent never becomes tight on a given interval Ikl(t), define tl = +oo.
Obviously, t5* = +oo, since on Iol(t) the contributions do not increase with time. However,
other intervals may also have t*1 = +0o, say because the interval becomes empty for times
[8, +oo) and no tangents become tight on it before time 0. Clearly, t* = min {t* : 1 < k <
p < 1 < m} and p* = P*rgmin{t:l1<k<p<l<m}
Fix a time t, and an interval Ikl(t) that is non-empty at time t and has k > 1. Let us
evaluate the total contribution received by a tangent p E Ikl(t) at time t. By the definition
of Ikl(t), tangent p is receiving contributions from unconnected customers 1,...,k and
connected customers p + 1,...,1. Let S(k, 1) = {1,..., k} U {p + 1,...,1}. The total
contribution is
k l k
Z(vidt-spdi)+ (vi-spdi)= 3 (vi-spdi)+t di
i=l i=p+1 iES(k,1) i-1
= (vi + aktdi - spdi)= (k+ klt - Sp) E d =(kl - Sp) E di, (3.18)
zcS(k,l) iES(k,l) iES(k,1)
where akl := 1 di/ iES(k,1) di, ki := ieS(k,1) V/ ieS(k,l) di, and Tkl := /ki + aklt.
Note that EieS(k,) di > 0 and akl > 0. The last expression in (3.18) can be interpreted
as the total contribution to tangent p at time 7kl in an alternate setting, where all starting
budgets vi are zero, and each customer i E S(k, 1) is increasing its budget at rate di. The
contribution at time t in the original setting is the same as the contribution at time Tkl in
the alternative setting for all tangents p E Iki(t).
Let us compare the contributions in the alternative and original settings at time t for a
tangent p Iki(t). If p does not receive a positive contribution in the alternative setting,
then the contribution is the original setting is no less than in the alternative setting. If p
receives a positive contribution in the alternative setting, let p E Is (t). The contribution in
the alternative setting is (Tki - sp) ieS(k,l) di = zil(vi + dit - Spdi) + =+ (i - Spd),
while the contribution in the original setting is E (vi + dit - sdi) +- E- (vi - spd,).
We will prove the inequality
k I
(Tkl - s) d = (vi + dit - spdi) + (vi - spd)
iES(k,l) i=l z=1+1
r S
< (vi + dit- spdi) + (vZ - spdi). (3.19)
z=1 i=+l
The difference between the two contributions can be written as
k r 1 s
S(vi + dit - spdi) - E (v + dt - spd,) + > (vi - spdi) - > (vi - spd,). (3.20)
i=r+l i=k+l i=s+l Z=-+1
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We will now examine the summations in this expression one by one:
1. -=r+(vi + dt - spdi). This summation is nonempty when r < k. In this case, in the
original setting, customers r + 1,..., k do not contribute to tangents in I,s(t) at time
t. Therefore, v, + dit - spd, < 0 for i = r + 1,..., k, and the summation is nonpositive.
2. - Er=k+l ( + dit - spd,). This summation is nonemtpy when r > k. In this case, in
the original setting, customers k + 1,..., r do contribute to tangents in Irs (t) at time
t. Therefore, vi + t-dit - spd, > 0 for i = k + 1, . . . , r, and the summation is nonpositive.
3. EL=s+l(vi - spd,). This summation is nonemtpy when s < 1. In this case, in the
original setting, customers s + 1,..., 1 do not contribute to tangents in Irs(t) at time
t. Therefore, vi - spdi < 0 for i = s + 1, ... , 1, and the summation is nonpositive.
4. - EC, +l(v, - spdi). This summation is nonempty when 1 < s. In this case, in the
original setting, customers 1 + 1,..., s do contribute to tangents in I,r(t) at time t.
Therefore, vi - spdi > 0, and the summation is nonpositive.
Therefore the contribution in the original setting is greater than or equal to the contribution
in the alternative setting. (The inequality also holds in the strict sense, since p E Is,(t) and
p ~' Ikl(t), and thus at least one of these summations is nonempty and strictly negative.
However, we do not need the inequality in the strict sense for this proof.)
In the alternative setting, we can apply Lemma 12 to compute the first tangent to
become tight, and the time when this occurs. Denote the computed tangent and time by
Sand fl. Lett'  - bepkl and 7l, respectively. Then, pkl S(k,) i and = + Let := bekk = iES(k kt Pkl kl
the time in the original setting that corresponds to time r7tl in the alternative setting. We
shall use p'l and t$l to compute p* and t*. We distinguish the following cases.
Case 1: t~k < 0. Let rk01 be the time in the alternative setting that corresponds to time
0 in the original setting. Since 0 > T' 1, tangent p'k is over-tight in the alternative setting
at time -k01. Since the contribution to p'kl is no less at time 0 in the original setting than at
time rko in the alternative setting, p'k is over-tight in the original setting at time 0. This is
a contradiction, and thus this case cannot occur.
Case 3: t' > 0 and p~ E Iki(t'k). Since p'k is the first tangent to become tight in the
alternative setting, it is the first to become tight on Ikl(') in the original setting. In other
words, p* = pdl and t*= t'l.
Case 4: t~'l > 0 and p', 1 Ikl(tkl). There are no tight tangents on Ikl(tkl ) at time
7-rl in the alternative setting, and thus there are none on Iki(tkl) at time tkl in the original
setting. Moreover, there are no tight tangents anywhere in the alternative setting at times
[0, T7,), and therefore there are no tight tangents on Ikl(t) at any time t E [0, t'l). Therefore,
t*, > tkl.
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On the other hand, since p'kl Ikl(tjl) is tight in the alternative setting at time Tk, it
is tight or over-tight at time t'k in the original setting. Consequently, there is an interval
Irs() such that t*, _ tkl. We will employ the inequality t*, < tkl < t 1 later in the proof.
Let Ikl(t*) be the interval for which p* E Ikl(t*); trivially p 1l = p* and tl 1 = t*. If
Pk1l IkI(tkl), then there is another interval Irs(tkl) such that p'l E Irs (tkl). By Case 3,
t* < t'l < t which is a contradiction because t = t* < t~ Hence p'k, G Ikl(t), and
therefore p'~ = p1* = p* and t'l = tl = t*.
On the other hand, consider any interval Ik (t). If p/ E ki (tl 1), then tk = t* 1 2 t*. if
Pkl Ikl(tkl), let Irs(t' l) be the interval with p'kl Irs(t'l). Then by Case 3, t'l > t* 2t*
Hence, although t'~ does not necessarily equal t* for every k and 1, we have t* = min{t'~
1 < k < p < 1 < m} and p* argmin{t' :1<k<p m}"
To evaluate the running time needed to compute p* and t*, note that sorting the vi
requires O(m log m) time. Once the vi's are sorted, we can compute all t'l and p'l in O(m 2)
time via Lemma 12. Therefore the total running time is O(m 2).
To evaluate the number of ties, observe that at time t*, the points pi(t) divide [0, D]
into at most m + 1 intervals, and at most m intervals receive customer contributions. By
Lemma 12, there is at most one tight tangent on each of the m intervals, and therefore
there are at most m tied tangents. O
vl + d1t > spdl
v3 2 Spd 3
v 2 + d 2 t Spd 2
V 4 > Spd 4  v 4 > Spd 4
vl + dit > spdi vl + dit > spd,
v 3 > Spd 3 V3 > Spd 3
0 p 3 (t) pl(t) p 4 (t) p2(t)
Figure 3-2:
gray arrows
Illustration of the proof of Lemma 12. Here U = {1, 2} and C = {3, 4}. The
show how pi(t) change as t increases.
Lemmas 12 and 13 contain the key insights that will enable us to obtain a variety of
primal-dual algorithms for problems with concave costs. For some primal-dual algorithms
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for specific problems, we will be able to perform the computation in Lemma 13 faster than
O(m 2), by taking advantage of the way each specific algorithm increases the dual variables.
3.3.2 Other Rules for Changing the Dual Variables
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 13. We consider the same setting, but
in addition allow each customer to change its budget at an arbitrary rate 6i. The rate need
not equal di, and may even be negative.
We do not need this lemma to obtain any of the algorithms in this chapter. Rather, we
present it here since it embodies a more general version of our approach, and may be useful
in future primal-dual applications. As such, the reader may wish to skip this section.
Lemma 14. Let customers have starting budgets v2, and let the budgets change at rates 6i.
The tangent p* that becomes tight first, and the time t* when this occurs can be computed
in O(m3 ). If there is a tie, it is between at most m tangents.
Proof. For every time t > 0, we sort the quantities pl(t),p2(t), ... ,p(t) in nondecreasing
order. Since Si need not equal di, this order may change as t increases from 0 to +oo. By
property (3.14), each time the order changes, at least one inequality of the form
(vi + t6i)/di vs. (vj + t6j)/dj (3.21)
changes its sign from < to > or vice-versa. Since each of the m(m-1)/2 inequalities changes
its sign at most once, the order changes at most m(m - 1)/2 times. Denote the times when
the order changes by 01,..., OL; also let 00 = 0 and 0L+1 = +oo.
Fix a time t G [01, 01+1], and assume w.l.o.g. that pi(t) < p2(t) < ... < pm(t). Also fix
a tangent p and let k be such that p E [pk(t),pk+1(t)). The total contribution received by
tangent p at time t is
k k k
S (vi + it - spdi) = (kl + akit - Sp) di = (kl - sp) d2 , (3.22)
i=1 2=1 i=1
where akl : =1 -6/ =l d, 1kl _ '=1 vi/ V =1 di, and kl := k + akllt. We can
discard the intervals with E= i 6~ 0, since a tangent will never become tight first in such
an interval. Hence, we can assume that ckl > 0. As in Lemma 12, the last expression in
(3.22) can be viewed as the total contribution to tangent p at time Tkl in an alternative
setting, where all starting budgets are zero, and customers 1,..., k are increasing their
budgets at rates d, ... , dk. The contribution at time t in the original setting is the same
as the contribution at time kl in the alternative setting for all tangents in [pk(t), pk+l(t)
whenever t E [01,01+1].
Let us compare the contributions in the alternative and original settings when t '
[01, 01+1], or p 0 [pk(t),pk+1(t)]. If p does not receive a positive contribution in the alternative
setting, the contribution in the original setting is no less. If p does receive a positive
contribution in the alternative setting, then it is E=1 (vi + 3it - spdi). The contribution in
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the original setting is EiCK(i + 6it - Spdi), where K is a suitably chosen set of customers.
The difference is:
(vi + it - spdi) - (v. + 6it - spdi) < 0. (3.23)
iEC[k]\K 2EK\[k]
The inequality holds because in the original setting at time t, customers in [k] \ K are not
contributing to p, while customers in K \ [k] are, and hence
vi + Sit - spdi < 0, i [k] \K, (3.24a)
vi + 5it - spdz > 0, i K \ [k]. (3.24b)
Therefore the contribution in the original setting is greater than or equal to the contribution
in the alternative setting. (When K = [k], the inequality holds with equality. When
K :- [k], the inequality holds in the strict sense. The < inequality suffices for this proof.)
Using Lemma 12, we can compute the first tangent to become tight in the alternative
setting and the time when this occurs. Let the computed tangent and time be p'k and 7Tk',
and let t'l be the time in the original setting corresponding to time Tkl in the alternative
setting. Then, as in Lemma 13, we can show that t* = min {tl : {0,..., L}, k E [m]}
and p* Pargmin{t' :le{0,...,L},ke[m]}'
To evaluate the running time, note that given a time interval [01, 01+1], computing the
values t'k and p'k for k E [m] requires O(m) time. There are at most m(m- 1)/2 orders, and
computing them and the times when they change requires O(m 2 log m) time. Therefore,
the total running time is O(m 3).
To evaluate the number of ties, note that at time t*, the points pi(t) divide [0, D] into at
most m + 1 intervals, and at most m of them contain tangents that are receiving customer
contributions. By Lemma 12, there is at most one tight tangent on each of the m intervals,
and thus if there is a tie, it can be between at most m tangents. O
3.3.3 Analysis of Multiple Facilities
We will now show how to execute an iteration of ALGORITHM FLPD in the case of mul-
tiple facilities. Recall that in Section 3.3.1, in addition to assuming the presence of only
one facility, we had assumed that the connection costs cij were 0 and that there were no
previously open tangents. We remove these assumptions as well.
In this section, we continue to refer to facilities of the infinitely-sized problem as tan-
gents, and reserve the term facility for facilities of the concave cost problem. We say that
customer i contributes to concave cost facility j if v, > ci. We distinguish the situation
when a customer contributes to concave cost facility j from the situation when a customer
contributes to tangent p belonging to concave cost facility j.
Lemma 15. An iteration of loop (2) of ALGORITHM FLPD can be executed in O(m 2n)
time.
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Proof. First note that every time a tangent is opened, at least one unconnected customer
is connected. Therefore, at any point in the algorithm, there are at most m open tangents.
As a result, steps (4) and (5) can be performed in strongly polynomial time, since they only
depend on the output from step (3), customers, and previously open tangents.
At the beginning of step (3), for each facility j, we define three events and associated
times when they occur:
Time Event
tl(j) A new tangent {j,p} becomes tight.
t2(j) An unconnected customer i begins contributing to an open tangent {j,p}.
t3(j) An unconnected customer i begins contributing to concave facility j.
We begin by describing how to compute min{tl (j), t2(j), t3(j)} under the assumption that
no events at another facility j' occur in the meantime.
First, we compute tl(j) assuming that events 2 and 3 do not occur in the meantime,
and denote the result of this computation by t' (j). Under this assumption, we can compute
tl(j) in strongly polynomial time by applying Lemma 13. Since we are assuming that
tl(j) < t3 (j), the set of customers contributing to facility j will not change until time tl(j).
Therefore, we can satisfy the lemma's assumption that cj = 0, by performing a coefficient
transformation where we subtract cij from each vi having v, > cij. Since tl(j) < t2 (j), the
lemma's assumption that a new tangent will become tight before an unconnected customer
begins contributing to a previously open tangent is also satisfied.
Now consider the case when event 2 or 3 occurs first. We apply Lemma 13 in the same
way, and distinguish the following cases.
1. If ti(j) > t3 (j) and ti(j) < t2(j), a customer i begins contributing to facility j before
a new tangent becomes tight. Yet the computation in the lemma is done as if i does
not contribute to j at any point in time, and therefore t'1(j) > t 3 (j).
2. If ti(j) > t2(j) and ti(j) < t3(j), the computation in the lemma will be done as if
tangent {j,p} is not open. Since we know that no tangents become tight before i
begins contributing to { j,p}, we will have t' (j) > t2 (j).
3. Similarly, if tl(j) > t 3 (j) and tl(j) > t 2 (j), then t'(j) > min{t 3 (j), t 2 (j)}.
Next, we compute t2 (j) assuming that events 1 and 3 do not occur in the meantime, and
denote the result of the computation by t'2(j). Under this assumption, t2(j) can be computed
easily-simply visit the list of open tangents, compute the time until each customer begins
contributing to each tangent under the assumption that no other events intervene, and then
take the minimum. If event 1 or 3 occurs before event 2, note that t'(j) > min{tl(j),t 3(j)}.
Similarly, assuming events 1 and 2 do not occur in the meantime, t3 (j) can be computed
easily, and we denote the result by ta(j). If event 1 or 2 does occur before event 3, t (j) >
min{ti(j), t2(j) }.
Therefore, when events at other facilities do not occur in the meantime, we have
min{tl (j),t2(j), t3 (j)} = min{t 2(j), t 3(j), t'( }. If an event at another facility does occur
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first at a time 0, then min{t'(j),j), t'(j), t(j)} > 0. Therefore, minj min{tl(j), t 2(j), t3(j)}
mini min {t' (j), t' (j) ' (j
Event 3 can occur at most mn times before events 1 or 2 occur. To perform step (3),
we repeat the computation of minj min{t' (j), t' (j), t(j)} until event 1 or 2 occurs.
To evaluate the running time, note the following:
1. The initial computation of t' (j) for j e [n] requires O(m 2) time per facility, and thus
O(m 2n) time overall.
2. The initial computation of t'2(j) requires O(1) time given a customer and open tangent.
There are at most m open tangents, thus this step requires O(m 2) time overall.
3. The initial computation and sorting of all t'(j) requires O(mnlog(mn)) time.
4. Every time event 3 occurs involving a facility j, we have to update t' (j), which requires
O(m) time per update, since we have to add only one new customer to the setting
of Lemma 13. Event 3 occurs at most mn times, so the total time for all updates is
O(m 2 n).
Therefore, the total running time for one iteration is O(m 2n + mn log n). O
We now easily obtain the running time for the overall algorithm.
Theorem 5. ALGORITHM FLPD is a 1.61 approximation algorithm for concave cost fa-
cility location, with a running time of O(m 3n + mn log n).
Proof. Each iteration of loop (2) requires O(mn log(mn)) time for sorting the times for
event 3, and O(m 2n) for all other steps. However, the times for event 3 can be computed
only once at the beginning of the algorithm. At each iteration of loop (2), an unconnected
customer becomes connected, and hence there are at most m such iterations. Therefore,
the total running time is O(m3 n + mn log n).
By Theorem 4, due to Mahdian et al. [JMM+03], the algorithm for the fixed-charge
problem is a 1.61 approximation algorithm. The approximation ratio follows directly from
the fact that the algorithm for the concave cost problem mirrors the execution of the
algorithm for the infinitely-sized fixed-charge problem. O
By a similar application of our technique to the 1.861 approximation algorithm of Mah-
dian et al. [JMM+03], we obtain a 1.861 approximation algorithm for concave cost facility
location with a running time of O(m 2n + mn log n).
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3.4 Lot-Sizing with Concave Ordering Costs
In this section, we will apply the technique developed in Section 3.3 to lot-sizing. The
lot-sizing problem with concave ordering costs is defined in Section 1.3:
n /n\ nn
min E s dtxst + Z hstdtxst, (3.25a)
t
s.t. E xst < t < _ n, (3.25b)
s=1
Xst > 0, 1 < s < t < n. (3.25c)
The meaning of coefficients and variables is the same as in Section 1.3. Recall that the
problem is specified in terms of holding costs ht, and we defined hst = Et h, for con-
venience. We continue to assume that the cost functions Ot : I+ - IR+ are concave and
nondecreasing, and that the holding costs ht and demands dt are nonnegative.
Without loss of generality, we assume that all coefficients ht and dt are integral. Let
D = E = dt be the total demand.
The classical lot-sizing problem, also defined in Section 1.3, is given by:
min fsy + (cs + hst)dtxst, (3.26a)
s=1 s=1 t=s
t
s.t. E Xst = 1, 1< t < n, (3.26b)
s-i
0 < Xst < Ys, 1 < s < t < n. (3.26c)
Note that we omit the constraints ysp E {0, 1} as they are automatically satisfied at any
extreme point solution [e.g. KB77].
We now proceed to develop an exact primal-dual algorithm for the concave cost lot-
sizing problem, based on the algorithm of Levi et al. [LRSO6] for classical lot-sizing. Levi
et al. derive their algorithm in a slightly different setting, where the costs ht are not neces-
sarily the sum of per-period holding costs ht, but rather satisfy an additional monotonicity
condition. Here we adapt their algorithm in a natural way to work in the setting of problem
(3.26).
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The dual of problem (3.26) is given by:
n
max E t, (3.27a)
t=1
s.t. vt < (c. + hst)dt + Wst, 1 < s < t < n, (3.27b)
n
wst <_ fS, 1 < s < n, (3.27c)
t=s
Wst > 0, 1 < s <t < n. (3.27d)
As with facility location, since the variables wt are not present in the objective, we can
assume that they are as small as is possible without violating constraint (3.27b). This
yields the invariant wst = max{0, vt - (cs + hst)dt}. Note that lot-sizing orders correspond
to facilities in the facility location problem, and lot-sizing demand points correspond to
customers in the facility location problem.
We refer to dual variable vt as the budget of demand point t. If vt > (cs + hst)dt, we say
that demand point t contributes to the fixed cost f, of order s, and wst is its contribution.
An order t is tight if its fixed charge is fully covered by demand point contributions, i.e.
EC~, wst = fs. An order is over-tight if E~ , wt > fs.
Let (x, y) be an integral primal feasible solution, and (v, w) be a dual feasible solution.
The primal complementary slackness constraints are:
Xst(Vt - (cs + hst)dt - wst) = 0, 1 <s < t < n, (3.28a)
Ys ( Wstfs) 0, 1<s <n. (3.28b)
Constraint (3.28a) says that demand point t can be served from order s in the primal
solution only if s is the closest to t with respect to the modified costs cs + hst + wst/dt.
Constraint (3.28b) says that order t can be placed in the primal solution only if it is tight
in the dual solution.
The algorithm of Levi et al. starts with dual feasible solution (v, w) = 0 and iteratively
updates it, while maintaining dual feasibility and increasing the dual objective. At the
same time, guided by the complementary slackness constraints, the algorithm constructs an
integral primal solution. The algorithm concludes when the integral primal solution becomes
feasible. An additional postprocessing step decreases the cost of the primal solution to the
point where it equals that of the dual solution. At this point, the algorithm has computed
an optimal solution to the lot-sizing problem.
We introduce the notion of a wave, which corresponds to the notion of time in the
primal-dual algorithm for facility location. We will denote the wave position by W, and it
will decrease continuously from hin to 0 and then possibly to a negative value not less than
-cl - fl. We associate to each step of the algorithm the wave position when it occurred.
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ALGORITHM LSPD(n E Z+; c, f,d E Ri_, h E R - 1)
(1) Start with the wave at W = hin and the dual solution (v, w) = 0. All
orders are closed, and all demand points are unserved, i.e. (x, y) = 0.
(2) While there are unserved demand points:
(3) Decrease W continuously. At the same time increase vt and wst for
unserved demand points t so as to maintain vt = max{0, dt(hit - W)}
and w,t = max{0, vt - (cs + ht)dt}. The wave stops when an order
becomes tight.
(4) Open the order s that became tight. For each unserved demand point
t contributing to s, serve t from s.
(5) For each open order s from 1 to n:
(6) If there is a demand point t that contributes to s and to another open
order s' with s' < s, close s. Reassign all demand points previously
served from s to s'.
(7) Return (x, y) and (v, w).
In case of a tie between order points in step (4), we break the tie arbitrarily. Depending
on the demand points that remain unserved, another one of the tied orders may open
immediately in the next iteration of loop (2).
Theorem 6. ALGORITHM LSPD is an exact algorithm for the lot-sizing problem.
The proof is almost identical to that from [LRSO6], and therefore for this proof we
assume the reader is fully familiar with the lot-sizing results from [LRSO6].
Proof. We will show that, after we have considered open order s, at the end of step (6), we
maintain two invariants. First, each demand point is contributing to the fixed cost of at
most one open order from the set {1,..., s}. Second, each demand point is assigned to an
open order and contributes to its fixed cost.
The first invariant follows from the definition of the algorithm. Indeed, if a demand
point t' is contributing to s' and s with s' < s, then the algorithm would have closed s.
Clearly the second invariant holds at the beginning of loop (5). It continues to hold
after we review order s if we have not closed s. Let us now consider the case when we
have closed s. The demand points that have contributed to s can be classified into two
categories. The first category contains the demand points whose dual variables stopped
due to s becoming tight-these demand points were served from s and are now served from
s'. Since t contributes to s', so do these demand points. The second category contains the
demand points whose dual variables stopped due to another order s" becoming tight. The
case s" < s cannot happen, or s would have never opened. Hence, s < s", and therefore
s" is currently open. Moreover, these demand points are currently served from s" and are
contributing to it.
Therefore, at the end of loop (5), each demand point is contributing to the fixed cost of
at most one open order. Therefore, the fixed cost of opening orders is fully paid for by the
dual solution. Moreover, each demand point is served from an open order, and therefore
the primal solution is feasible. Since each demand point contributes to the fixed cost of the
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order it is served from, the holding and variable connection cost is also fully paid for by
the dual solution. Since the primal and dual solutions have the same cost, the algorithm is
exact. O
The application of our technique to the lot-sizing problem is very similar to its appli-
cation to the facility location problem in Section 3.3. Following that section, we reduce
the concave cost lot-sizing problem (3.25) to the following infinitely-sized classical lot-sizing
problem.
n n n
min E E fspysp C (Csp+hst)dtxspt, (3.29a)
s=1 pE[O,D] s=1 t=s pe[O,D]
t
s.t. E spt = , < t < n, (3.29b)
s=1 pE [O,D]
0 < Xspt < Ysp, 1 < s < t < n, p [0, D]. (3.29c)
Again we note that since LP (3.29) is infinitely-sized, strongly duality does not hold auto-
matically for it and its dual. However, in the proof of our algorithm we only rely on weak
duality. Then, the fact that our algorithm produces a primal solution and a dual solution
with the same cost proves that the solutions are optimal and that strong duality holds.
Theorem 7. ALGORITHM LSPD is an exact algorithm for the concave cost lot-sizing prob-
lem, with a O(n 2) running time.
Proof. We define the following events and the wave positions when they occur:
Time Event
Wi(t) The wave reaches demand point t, i.e. W = h1t.
W2 (t) A tangent p of order point t becomes tight.
If for an order point t, no tangents become tight in the course of the algorithm, we set
W2(t) = +oo. The wave positions Wi(t) can be computed for all t at the beginning of the
algorithm in O(n). We compute the positions W2(t) by employing a set of intermediate
values W2(t).
We will show that each value W2(t) will be the same as W2(t) on a truncated problem
consisting of time periods t,t + 1,..., n. First, we compute W(n), which requires 0(1)
time by Lemma 12. To compute W2(t) given that W2(t + 1),..., W2(n) are computed, we
can employ Lemma 13.
The dual variables representing demand points t,..., n can be divided into three con-
secutive segments. First are the dual variables that are increasing at the same rate as part
of the wave, then the dual variables vk that are not increasing but exceed htk, and finally
the dual variables vk that are not increasing, do not exceed htk, and therefore have no role
in this computation. We employ Lemma 13 and distinguish two cases:
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1. Lemma 13 can be used to detect if a tangent is overtight. This indicates that W2(t)
is an earlier wave position than W2(t + 1),..., W2(k) for some k < n. In this case, we
delete W2(t + 1) from our list and repeat the computation of W2(t) as if order point
t + 1 does not exist.
2. There are no overtight tangents. Thus, a tangent becomes tight at a wave position
greater than or equal to W2(t + 1). In this case we set W2(t) to this wave position,
and proceed to the computation of W2(t - 1).
After computing W(t), consider the values that remain in  our list and denote them by
W2(t), W2((1)),..., W(r(k)) for some k. By induction, these values yield the correct
times when tangents become tight for the truncated problem consisting of time periods
t,..., n. After we have computed W2(1), the values W2(t) remaining in our list yield the
correct times W 2(t), with the other values W2(t) = +oo. Therefore, loop (2) is complete.
A computation by Lemma 13 requires O(n 2) time in the worst case. Since in this setting,
all dual variables that are increasing exceed all dual variables that are stopped, each W2(t)
can be computed by Lemma 13 in O(n). Each time we use Lemma 9 for a computation,
a value W2(t) is either removed from the list or inserted into the list. Since each value is
inserted into the list only once, the total number of computations is O(n), and the total
running time for loop (2) is O(n 2).
At the beginning of step (5), there are at most n open tangents, and n demand points,
and therefore this loop can be implemented in O(n 2) as well. O
Note that the values W2(t) also yield a dual optimal solution to the infinitely-sized LP.
The solution can be computed from the W 2 (t)-s in time O(n) by taking vt = hit - W2((t)),
where a(t) is the latest time period less than or equal to t that has W2(u(t)) < +oo.
3.5 Joint Replenishment with Concave Ordering Costs
In this section, we will apply our technique to the joint replenishment problem with concave
individual ordering costs. This problem is defined in Section 1.4, and a mathematical
programming formulation for it is given by:
min n¢0 K nK n x h d un (3.30a)
dtx s t -! d xk + L nhstatXst,
s=l t=s k=l s=l k=l t=s s=l t=s k=l
.t. xk 1, < t < n, k [K], (3.30b)
s=l
k > 0, 1 <s < t <n, k E [K]. (3.30c)
The meaning of coefficients and variables is as in Section 1.4. Note that the problem is
given in terms of holding costs h k, and we define h k = E 1 hk for convenience. As before,
we assume that the cost functions 0 : IR+ and ok : R+ -- R+ are concave and
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nondecreasing, and that the holding costs h k and demands dtk are nonnegative. To reflect
the fact that only the individual ordering costs are concave, the function 0 has the form
0°(0) = 0 and 0o(x) = fo for x > 0.
Without loss of generality, we assume that all coefficients h k and dtk are integral. Let
UjD = l 1-1 dk be the total demand.
Since the JRP with piecewise-linear concave ordering costs does not reduce to the clas-
sical JRP, we will develop our algorithm for the concave cost JRP as follows:
1. We consider a generalized JRP and an exponentially-sized formulation for it, as defined
in Section 1.4.
2. We obtain a 4 approximation primal-dual algorithm for the generalized JRP based on
this formulation, also with an exponential running time.
3. We reduce the concave cost JRP to an infinitely-sized generalized JRP. Then we use
our technique to obtain a 4 approximation algorithm for the concave cost JRP with
a strongly polynomial running time. As a byproduct we obtain a 4 approximation
algorithm for the generalized JRP with a strongly polynomial running time.
Our technique was initially designed to obtain strongly polynomial algorithms based on
formulations that were infinitely-sized due to a reduction from a concave cost problem.
This application illustrates how it can be further used to obtain strongly polynomial al-
gorithms based on formulations that are exponentially-sized due to the structure of the
studied problem.
Let = (pl,... ,pK). A formulation for the generalized JRP is given by:
min f0 yf+ + (cPk + h )d rt (3.31a)
sE[n] sE[n],kE[K] 1<s<t<n
7rG[P]K 7re [P]K kE [K], 7 E[P]K
s.t. x = 1, 1 < t < n, k [K], (3.31b)
sE[t]
7rE[p]K
s < rt _ y, 1 < s < t < n, k E [K],wr E [P]K, (3.31c)
Sx, 1 < s < t < n, k [K], 7 E [p]K, (3.31d)
Ys, E {0, 1}, y~k E {0, 1}, 1 < s < n, k c [K], r E [p]K. (3.31e)
As before, we assume that all costs and demands are nonnegative and integer. Note that a
polynomially-sized formulation is possible for this problem, however it leads to a different
primal dual algorithm, for which we are unable to obtain a constant factor approximation
bound. Recall the intuition underlying the generalized JRP-at each time period, there are
P options for placing an order for item k, and each option for an order of item k results in
variable cost ck and fixed cost fk.
We will develop a 4 approximation algorithm for the generalized JRP based on the
2 approximation algorithm of Levi et al. [LRSO6] for the classical JRP. We adapt their
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algorithm in a natural way. Consider the LP relaxation of MIP (3.31) obtained by replacing
the constraints y%, e {0, 1}, yk E {0, 1} with y?, > 0, y k > 0. The dual of this LP0 101,yk y0,11 with  , Oyk > 0. The dual of this LP
relaxation is:
K n
max vt , (3.32a)
k=1 t=1
st. v (ck k k k <s<t<n,kE[K], (3.32b)
n
wi t f p, 1 < s < n, k E [K], 7 E [p]K, (3.32c)
t=s
K n
E Ut < fo, 1 < s < n, 7r E [p]K, (3.32d)
k=1 t=s
k >0,k > 0, 1<s<t<n,kE[K], (3.32e)
Ws7rt __ Usrt - 7rE[p]K
Since now both wSrt and u,,t are not present in the objective, the invariants for them
become more involved. When t=smax{0, v - (cpk + )d < fp , we let as before
wkt = max{0, v - (Cpk + hit)d } fp. (3.33a)C~k 
tn I < 
kh
When n t= max{0, vk - (ck + hSt)d t} > fk, the algorithm will have previously fixed the
values wst at the point when we had equality. In this situation, we let
St = max {0, v - (ck + hst)dt - ~t}. (3.33b)
We now have demand points for every time-item pair, and we refer to vt as the budget of
item k at time t. Given 7r, if vfk > (Ck + ht)dt, we say that demand point (k, t) contributes
to the fixed cost of item order (s, k, w) and let wt be its contribution. If v > (ck + hst)dt
and nt= _ t W fp k we say that demand point (k, t) contributes to the fixed cost of joint
order (s, 7r) and let u t be its contribution.
Since we now have several items, each with its own holding costs, we will think of W as
a "master" wave, and decrease it from n to 0 and then to a bounded amount below 0. For
each item k, we maintain an item wave
Wk = hl[wJ + h[Lw(W - LWj). (3.34)
Intuitively, the Wk are computed so that the item waves arrive together at time periods
1,..., n - 1 and advance linearly inbetween.
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ALGORITHM JRP-PD(n, K, P E Z+; fo E ZP; f , E ZKP;
dE ZnK; hE /( n - 1)K)
(1) Start with the wave at W = n and the dual solution (v, w, u) = 0. All
orders are closed, and all demand points are unserved, i.e. (x, y) = 0.
(2) While there are unserved demand points:
(3) Decrease W continuously and update Wk according to (3.34). At
the same time, for unserved demand points (t, k), increase v =
max{0, dk (hltWk), and update w,,t and us,t so as to maintain (3.33).
The wave stops when a joint or individual order becomes tight.
(4) If an individual order (s, k, 7r) became tight, fix the variables wkt as
described in (3.33). If the joint order (s, 7r) is tight, serve all demand
points contributing to (s, k, 7r) from (s, 7r).
(5) If a joint order (s, rr) became tight, open the joint order and all tight
individual orders (s, 7r, k). For each unserved demand point (t, k) that
contributes to joint order (s, rr), serve (t, k) from (s, 7r).
(6) For each open joint order s from 1 to n:
(7) If there is a demand point t that contributes to s and to another open
joint order s' with s' < s, close s.
(8) For each item k:
(9) While not all demand points have been processed in step (11):
(10) Select the latest such demand point (t, k). Let freeze(t, k) be the
location of Wk when vk was stopped, and let s be the earliest open
joint order in [freeze(t, k), t].
(11) Open item order (s, k). Serve all demand points (t', k) with s < t' < t
from (s, k).
(12) Return (x, y) and (v, w).
A direct implementation of this algorithm will have an exponential running time. It is
possible to implement this algorithm to have a polynomial running time, however we will
not do so here. Instead, we only prove that it is a 4 approximation algorithm.
Theorem 8. ALGORITHM JRP-PD is a 4 approximation algorithm for the generalized
joint replenishment problem.
The proof closely resembles that from [LRSO6], and therefore for this proof we assume
the reader is fully familiar with the joint replenishment results from [LRSO6].
Proof. First, similarly to the proof of Levi et al. and Theorem 6, after loop (6), each
demand point contributes to at most one open joint order. Since we do not open any
other joint orders after this step, the joint order cost is fully paid by the dual solution, i.e.
Es=l ErE[P]K f 0OO < I se[n] v'. Out of 4 times the cost of the dual solution, we
allocate one toward the cost of the joint orders. Therefore, we need not consider the cost
of the joint orders further in this proof.
Second, also similarly to the proof of Levi et al. and Theorem 6, after loop (6), for each
demand point (t, k) there is at least one open joint order in [freeze(t, k), t]. Therefore, after
loop (8), the algorithm produces a feasible primal solution.
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Since we have already covered the cost of joint orders, we now consider each item k
separately. We bound the holding cost and the cost of item orders in terms of the dual
value, similarly to Levi et al. Due to the different cost structure of the JRP and generalized
JRP, we are only able to bound the holding and item order cost by 3 times the cost of the
dual solution, i.e. E sE[n] f kYs + E1<s<t<n(ck + hst)dkxkkt s 3 E-= 1 Vt
7rC[P]K 7rE[P]K
Therefore, we obtain a 4 approximation algorithm. O
Finally, we obtain the strongly polynomial algorithm for the concave cost JRP. First,
we reduce the concave cost JRP to an infinitely-sized generalized JRP. As before, we let
7 = (pl,... ,pK), and the reduction is immediate:
min f 0o +
SE[n]
7rE[O,D]K
s.t. 5
sE [t]
rrE[O,D]K
E
sE[n],kE[K]
rrE [0,D]K
k = 1,
X s7rt
0 < k < 0
0< x k < ky s C{t - Y {01}
o {0, 1}, k {0, 1},Ys~r E s~rE
f Yk + Z (c~k + h k)dkx,,
1<s<t<n
kE[K]
7rE[O,D]K
1 < t < n,k E [K],
1< < t < n, k [K],r E [0, D]K,
< s <t < n, k [K],r c [0, D]K,
1 < s < n, k [K],ir E [0, D]K.
We take the LP relaxation; the dual of the LP relaxation is:
K n
max t,
k=1 t=1
s.t. v < (ck h k)d + +
n
EW < f ,
t=s
K n
Us rt - fo,
k=1 t=s
wk 2>0, u k > 0,
W s~rt - I s~rt -
1<s<t<n,kE[K],
7rE[O,D]K,
1 < s < n, k E [K], E [0, D]K,
1 < s < n, 7r E [0, D]K,
1<s<t<n,kE[K],
7rE[0,D]K.
Theorem 9. ALGORITHM JRP-PD is a 4 approximation algorithm for the concave cost
joint replenishment problem, and can be executed in strongly polynomial time.
Proof. Although in this setting all ordering costs are the same over time, we will need to
refer to ordering costs and groups of tangents at specific times. With this in mind, we will
refer to the ordering cost of item k at time t by (Ok, t) and to the joint ordering cost at time
t by ( 0, t).
(3.35a)
(3.35b)
(3.35c)
(3.35d)
(3.35e)
(3.36a)
(3.36b)
(3.36c)
(3.36d)
(3.36e)
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Note that we do not need to keep track of variables for each 7r E [0, D]K explicitly.
Denote the tangent to the item ordering cost (Ok, s) that becomes tight first by p*,. Then
all the other tangents to this item ordering cost at this time are no longer relevant:
1. Concerning item ordering costs. For any item 1 $ k, the behavior of demand points
(t, 1) or tangents to costs (0', t) does not depend on item k, except through the joint
ordering cost.
2. Concerning the joint ordering cost. For any wave position, the contribution to the
joint ordering cost E - uk is highest for 7r with pk = P*
Therefore, it suffices to keep track, for each item k and time s, of the wave position when
the first tangent to (Ok, s) becomes tight. When this happens, we can stop considering all
other tangents to (qk, s). When computing the wave position when the joint ordering cost
becomes tight, we need to consider only the tangents that became tight for item ordering
costs (qk, s). Through this transformation, the wave position when the joint ordering cost
becomes tight can be computed by Lemma 13.
We now define the following events and wave positions when they occurred:
Wave Pos. Event
Wl(t) The wave reaches time period t, i.e. W = t.
W2 (t, k) A tangent p of order point (t, k) becomes tight.
W 3 (t) The fixed joint ordering cost at period t becomes tight.
The computation now proceeds similarly to the lot-sizing case. We compute the largest of
the wave positions Wi(t), W2(t, k), and W3 (t) (which corresponds to the smallest time in
the facility location problem). After the computation we update the other W-values, and
iterate. O
Chapter 4
Single Order Assignment
In this chapter, we consider the single order assignment problem-an operational problem
arising at a leading internet retailer. The retailer operates a web-site through which it
accepts customer orders, and several warehouses through which it fulfills these orders. An
order consisting of multiple items arrives via the web-site and must be assigned to one or
more of the warehouses, thereby resulting in one or more shipments. The assignment is
subject to time, inventory availability, and other constraints, and the goal is to compute a
feasible assignment that minimizes the fulfillment and transportation cost.
When formulated as an optimization problem, the single order assignment problem yields
a problem that generalizes the facility location problem with non-metric connection costs,
and therefore is NP-hard and does not admit a constant factor approximation algorithm
unless P=NP [RS97]. We model this problem as a concave cost facility location problem,
and employ existing primal-dual algorithms and approximations of piecewise-linear concave
cost functions to solve it. On past data obtained from the retailer, our approach obtains
solutions on average within 1.5% of optimality in less than 100ms per problem, even for the
largest problems with over 240 items and 12 fulfillment centers.
Previously, researchers have evaluated the performance of algorithms for facility location
using both randomly generated problems, and problems derived from practical applications.
A number of algorithms, including primal-dual algorithms, have been found to perform
near-optimally in these computational experiments [e.g. JMM+03, BC05]. A survey of
computational experiments for facility location is given by Hoefer [Hoe03].
To the best of our knowledge, our experiments differ from previous experiments on prob-
lems derived from practical applications in two ways. First, we employ facility location to
solve a real-time operational problem, as opposed to the traditional use of facility location-
making network design and facility placement decisions. Second, we employ primal-dual
algorithms to solve problems with cost functions arising from shipping costs. These func-
tions consist of many ( 100) pieces, and we approximate them with concave cost functions
having on average less than 10 pieces. The algorithms maintain their near-optimal perfor-
mance for this cost structure.
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In Section 4.1, we describe the single order assignment problem. In Section 4.2, we model
the problem as a concave cost facility location problem, and in Section 4.3, we present a
summary of our computational results.
4.1 The Single Order Assignment Problem
The single order assignment problem is defined as follows. We are considering one customer
order, consisting of a set of items {1,...,m}. For each item i G [m], the customer has
ordered di units, and has been promised shipment by a time Ti. Note that in an order,
different items may have different promise times.
The internet retailer has n fulfillment centers that can participate in fulfilling this order.
Each center j E [n] has, for each item i E [m], an inventory availability list. For each item
i we are given a set Tij = {tl,...,tp } of times when new inventory of item i becomes
available at center j. In this set, ti denotes the present time, and ti 5 ti+l. We are further
given a set of values bijt for t E Tj, indicating that bijt new units of item i will become
available at center j at time t. The value b3 t,l indicates the inventory of item i currently
present at center j. For convenience, we also let Tj = Ui[m,]Tzj and p3 = ITjl.
Moreover, for each fulfillment center we know whether it can ship to the given customer.
Normally, there is a set of "core" fulfillment centers that can ship to most customers.
Additional shipping options, such as direct shipping from a manufacturer, publisher, or
distributor in response to an order on the retailer's website (known in the industry as
drop-shipping) can be represented by additional fulfillment centers.
The shipping costs between a fulfillment center and a customer depend on several factors.
One of them is the shipping method, which may represent different carriers, as well as
different pricing options available at a carrier for different shipping matter. For example,
the postal service provides special pricing for packages consisting only of books and packages
consisting only of CDs. The shipping method is also affected by the shipping speed the
customer selected-the speed may vary across items in the order, and across orders. Another
factor is the geographical location of the fulfillment center and customer-the customer
location is fixed for each instance, but will vary across problem instances.
Once these factors are fixed, the shipping costs are given by a list of pairs of the form
(wl, cl), with each pair specifying that a shipment weighting w can be made at a cost of
cl. These cost pairs are given at intervals, generally of 0.1 pounds for weights from 0 to 1
pounds, and 1 pound for weights from 1 pound to 70-100 pounds. By linear interpolation,
these weights form a shipping cost function.
The shipping cost functions are not concave, although they are concave on large weight
intervals. We will approximate them with concave functions in Section 4.2, and then com-
pare the optimal solutions with those obtained for the problem with the original cost func-
tions in Section 4.3.
The following assumption is imposed by the retailer, and will enable us to model this
problem as a facility location problem.
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Figure 4-1: A sample cost function experienced by the retailer for a given shipping method
from a given fulfillment center to a given customer. The horizontal scale represents the
weight in lbs. The vertical scale represents the cost, however the units are omitted to
exclude retailer confidential information.
~I_~ L~ I_ = I
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Assumption 3. If a customer places an order for more than one unit of an item i, then
all units of item i must ship from the same fulfillment center.
4.2 Concave Cost Models
First, we approximate the shipping cost functions by concave cost functions. Consider
a cost function, for a specific shipping method, from a specific fulfillment center to the
customer. A sample cost function is depicted in Figure 4-1. Note that, informally speaking,
the function is not concave in two places-for very small weights, and for weights around
70 lbs.
Very heavy items, and in particular items heavier than - 70 lbs, normally ship in a
separate package. Therefore, we introduce a separate shipping method for heavy items and
remove them from the shipping method under consideration. Doing so decreases the effect
of the nonconcavity at r 70 lbs.
We then eliminate the nonconcavities by replacing the cost functions by their upper
concave envelopes. Finally, for all resulting cost functions, we reduce the number of pieces
by considering all pieces from left to right and removing pieces as long as the resulting
relative error for any given weight does not exceed 1%.
Of course, by modifying the cost function and then introducing a 1% approximation,
we obtain a different model. For this reason, after performing our computations on the
resulting model, we compare the cost of our solutions with the cost of optimal solutions or
lower bounds computed with respect to the original, unmodified shipping cost functions.
Next, we model the problem as a concave cost multicommodity flow problem on a
network as follows:
1. We represent the customer by a single node, and each ordered item by a commodity.
Each fulfillment center j C [n] will be represented by a group of nodes (j, t) for times
tET3.
2. The supply of each item at each fulfillment center node (j, t) equals the number of
new units of this item that become available at fulfillment center j at time t, or for
the present time the number of units presently at the fulfillment center. That is, the
supply equals bijt.
3. For each fulfillment center j, we consider all nodes (j, tl), (j, t2),... , (j, tp ) and intro-
duce inventory holding edges from (j, t,) to (j, ti+1).
We now construct the set of edges from the fulfillment center nodes to the customer node,
and the set of commodities traveling on each edge to reflect the factors mentioned above-
most importantly, time and shipping method:
1. If a shipping method only applies to a subset of items (say a shipping method that
only allows books), then we allow only those commodities to flow on an edge.
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2. If a shipping method does not permit the items to be shipped in time to the customer
from the given fulfillment center node (j, t), then we omit that edge.
3. We create parallel edges between each fulfillment center node (j, t) and the customer
node as needed to reflect the shipment methods available, and let the optimization
routine decide which edge to use.
Lemma 16. The single order assignment problem can be modeled as a concave cost facility
location problem.
Proof. First, we modify the concave cost multicommodity flow problem. We set the supply
of each item i at each fulfillment center node (j, t) to the total inventory of item i available
at center j at time t, i.e. the supply becomes sET,,s<t bijs. Then, we delete the inventory
holding edges. For each item i E A, we remove the inventory of item i from fulfillment
center nodes (j, t) where it is less than di. By Assumption 3, this formulation is equivalent
to the original one.
It is now easy to construct an equivalent concave cost facility location formulation. We
introduce a customer node for each item, and a facility for each edge. The facility concave
cost function will be the same as the concave cost function on the corresponding edge. All
customer connection costs will be zero. O
4.3 Computational Results
We have obtained from the retailer a problem set consisting of 60 of the largest orders
received by the retailer within a given period of time. The orders contain up to 280 items,
with an average of 71.34 items in an order. The orders can be served from up to 14
fulfillment centers, with an average of 11.64 fulfillment centers to be considered for an
order. The largest order has 280 items and 14 fulfillment centers, and the second largest
order has 240 items and 12 fulfillment centers.
These figures are before any processing or modeling is done on the single-order as-
signment problems. After processing and modeling, the resulting problems have up to 27
concave cost facilities, with an average of 13.70 facilities per problem. The concave cost
functions have up to 18 pieces, with an average of 5.89 pieces per function. The largest
order resulted in an instance with 13 concave cost facilities and 140 cost pieces in total
(preprocessing eliminated one fulfillment center). The second largest order resulted in an
instance with 18 concave cost facilities and 100 cost pieces in total.
Table 4.1 summarizes the computational results from solving the resulting facility loca-
tion problems with ALGORITHM FLPD and a modified algorithm denoted by ALGORITHM
FLPD-2. The modified algorithm is the same as the original one, except that in the mod-
ified algorithm the dual variables vi do not change (decrease) after customer i connects to
a facility.
The figures in columns FLPD and FLPD-2 denote the gaps obtained by ALGORITHM
FLPD and ALGORITHM FLPD-2 on the concave cost facility location problems. The gaps
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are computed with respect to the lower bounds provided by these algorithms. The figures
in column "Best of two" represent the gap between the best of the two solutions and the
best of the two lower bounds.
We then evaluated the cost of the two solutions with respect to the original concave
functions, and computed an optimal solution or a lower bound to the problem with the
original cost functions using CPLEX. The gap between the better of the two solutions and
the lower bound or optimal solution computed by CPLEX is reported in column "Original
fn.". The computational time is reported in column "CPU time".
FLPD FLPD-2 Best of two Original fn. CPU time
Max 8.59% 23.91% 6.12% 8.62% 100ms
Average 0.94% 1.57% 0.30% 1.51% 27ms
Table 4.1: Computational results for the single-order assignment problem.
In line "Max", we report the largest gaps and CPU times across all instances, while
in line "Average", we report the average gaps and CPU times. Note that the average gap
with respect to the original concave functions was 1.51%, and the maximum CPU time was
100ms. We conclude that the proposed approach produces near-optimal solutions to these
instances, with very short running times even in the case of the largest instances.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, we studied the problem of minimizing a separable concave function over a
polyhedron. Problems that fit into this framework arise often in practice, and have ap-
plications in transportation, logistics, telecommunications, and supply chain management.
Specific problems that belong to this class include concave cost facility location, concave cost
multicommodity flow, concave cost lot-sizing, and concave cost joint joint replenishment.
In Chapter 2 we introduce a general technique for approximating a concave cost prob-
lem by a piecewise linear problem. Our technique implies that polynomial-time heuris-
tics, approximation algorithms, and exact algorithms for many discrete optimization prob-
lems immediately yield polynomial-time heuristics, approximation algorithms, and fully
polynomial-time approximation schemes for the corresponding concave cost problems. We
have illustrated this technique by obtaining a new approximation algorithm for concave cost
facility location, and a new heuristic for a class of large-scale concave cost multicommodity
flow problems.
A key result underlying the technique in Chapter 2 says that we can approximate any
concave function that is nonnegative nondecreasing on IR+ by a piecewise-linear function
that will ensure a 1 + approximation on [1, U] and will consist of 1+ [log10+4+4E2 U] pieces;
as c - 0, the number of pieces behaves as 1 + 1 log U. We also establish a lower bound
of O log U) on the number of needed pieces. Bridging the gap between our technique
and the lower bound is an interesting open question arising from Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 we introduce an algorithm design technique that yields a strongly polyno-
mial primal-dual algorithm for a concave cost problem whenever such an algorithm exists for
the corresponding fixed-charge problem. The resulting algorithms operate directly on the
concave cost problems and therefore are applicable in certain settings when piecewise-linear
approaches are not. The approach preserves constant-factor approximation ratios, as well
as certain non-constant ratios, and exact algorithms yield exact algorithms. We illustrate
this technique by obtaining new approximation algorithms for concave cost facility location
and concave cost joint replenishment, and a new exact algorithm for concave cost lot-sizing.
The technique of Chapter 3 enables us to obtain algorithms that operate directly on con-
cave cost problems based on primal-dual algorithms for combinatorial optimization prob-
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lems. Another technique that is prominent in the development of approximation algorithms
is that of LP rounding. An interesting open question arising out of Chapter 3 is to develop
a technique for obtaining algorithms that operate directly on concave cost problems based
on LP rounding algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems.
In Chapter 4 we develop a solution method for an order assignment problem arising from
the operations of a leading internet retailer. We first approximate the problem by a concave
cost facility location problem, and then solve this problem using primal-dual algorithms.
On past data provided by the retailer, our approach produced solutions that are on average
within 1.5% of optimality in less than 100ms per problem, even for the largest problems
in the data set. We conclude that the concave cost facility location model provides a close
approximation for the original problem, and the primal-dual algorithms we have used are
able to solve the resulting problems near-optimally within a short period of time.
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